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FROM ITS VERY BEGINNING

the Texas Tech University community has had a sense of destiny and an awareness of the impact it could and would have on Texas and the wider world. Originally named Texas Technological College, Texas Tech opened in 1925 with six buildings, four schools (Agriculture, Engineering, Home Economics, and Liberal Arts), and an enrollment of 914. Texas Tech grew rapidly after World War II, and in 1969 the Texas legislature approved a name change to Texas Tech University. In the years since, Texas Tech has grown to become the largest comprehensive higher education institution in the western two-thirds of the state. As the only campus in Texas that is home to a major university, law school, and medical school, the university is the major institution of higher education in a region larger than 46 of the nation’s 50 states.

Today, Texas Tech continues to thrive, with more than 40,000 students enrolled in its 11 colleges: Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources, Architecture, Arts & Sciences, Jerry S. Rawls College of Business Administration, Education, Edward E. Whitacre, Jr. College of Engineering, Honors College, Human Sciences, Media & Communication, J.T. & Margaret Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts, and the Graduate School, as well as University Programs via the Provost’s Office.

Because of its educational scope and purpose, as well as the size of the region it serves, Texas Tech University operates in numerous Texas locations beyond the Lubbock campus. In all, the Texas Tech University System—which includes Texas Tech University, Angelo State University, Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center, and Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center at El Paso—has more than 44,000 students enrolled.
SINCE TEXAS TECH’S FIRST graduation ceremony in the spring of 1927, more than 200,000 undergraduate and graduate degrees have been awarded by the university. From these proud graduates have emerged captains of industry, world-renowned surgeons, noted authors, famous singers, acclaimed teachers and professors, attorneys, entrepreneurs, agronomists, scientists, professional athletes, and countless others who have claimed positions of service and responsibility in a rapidly changing world.

Texas Tech University graduates have governed states, flown in space, served as Presidential cabinet members, won Olympic gold medals, served as ambassadors to foreign countries, acted on Broadway stages, won Pulitzer Prizes, served in Congress, led Fortune 500 companies, and been watched by millions on network television news.

All Texas Tech graduates can point with pride to the solid academic preparation they received and the personal connections they made as Red Raiders. For beneath the spacious skies of West Texas and in the halls of brick and tile through which they strolled during their time on campus, generations of Texas Tech students have been provided a foundation for success that is without parallel. As they take their first steps into careers that will see many of them literally change the world, they can remember with certainty one important fact about Texas Tech University:

From here, it’s possible.
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Welcoming Remarks
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
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Chairman, Board of Regents, Texas Tech University System

Alma Mater
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Recognition of Outstanding Students Class of 2021
Dr. Michael Galyean
Provost and Senior Vice President

Conferring of Degrees
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Dr. Michael Galyean

Presentation of Degree Candidates
Dr. Mark Sheridan, Vice Provost for Graduate and Postdoctoral Affairs; Dean, Graduate School
Dr. Michael San Francisco, Interim Dean, College of Arts & Sciences
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5:00 p.m.

Presiding
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
President, Texas Tech University

National Anthem

Welcoming Remarks
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Mr. J. Michael Lewis
Chairman, Board of Regents, Texas Tech University System

Alma Mater
(Words on Back Cover)

Recognition of Outstanding Students Class of 2021
Dr. Michael Galyean
Provost and Senior Vice President

Conferring of Degrees
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Dr. Michael Galyean

Presentation of Degree Candidates
Dr. Cindy Akers, Acting Dean, College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources
Prof. Darrick Wade, Assistant Dean for External Affairs, College of Architecture
Dr. Jesse Perez Mendez, Dean, College of Education
Dr. Aliza Wong, Interim Dean, Honors College
Prof. Genevieve Durham DeCesaro, Interim Dean, J.T. & Margaret Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts
Dr. David Perlmutter, Dean, College of Media & Communication
Dr. Patrick Hughes, Vice Provost for University Programs and Student Success
(presenting University Studies)
Dr. Margaret Williams, Dean, Jerry S. Rawls College of Business Administration
Dr. Tim Dodd, Dean, College of Human Sciences
Dr. Al Sacco, Jr., Dean, Edward E. Whitacre, Jr. College of Engineering
CONVOCATIONS COMMITTEE
Dr. Marcus Tanner, Chair
Mr. Ian Barba
Ms. Shelley Barba
Mr. Jacob M. Baum
Mr. Jordan Bell
Dr. Shane Blum
Dr. Rhonda Boros
Dr. Valerie Borum
Dr. Alec Cattell
Ms. Luciana C. Cavazos
Dr. Julie Chang
Dr. Danny Choi
Mr. Don Collier
Dr. Fanni Coward
Dr. John A. Dawson
Dr. Audra Day
Ms. Esther De Leon
Ms. Amiee Dixon
Dr. Nadia Flores
Ms. Jordan Frierson
Dr. Kristi Gaines
Dr. Courtney D. Gibson
Dr. Michael Giesselmann
Ms. Maggie Gilchrest
Ms. Sarah Hatley
Mr. Ben Haugland
Dr. Vijay Hegde
Ms. Laura Heinz
Dr. Annette Hernandez
Ms. Markicia Horton
Mr. Nate Imai
Dr. Catherine Jai
Mr. Jesse Jou
Ms. Jessica Kirschner
Dr. Belinda Kleinhaus
Dr. Erin Marie Legacey
Dr. Jonathan Marks
Dr. Barent McCool
Ms. Sheon Montgomery
Dr. Mark Moore
Mr. Damian Pantoya
Dr. Michelle Pearson
Ms. Gabi Perez-Hunt
Mr. Tom Rohrig
Dr. Jhones Sarturi
Ms. Courtney Seely
Dr. Walter Smith
Ms. Stephanie Soto
Ms. Carrye Syma
Mr. Jake Syma
Dr. Leslie Thompson
Dr. Susan Tomlinson
Mr. Von Venhuizen
Dr. Jian Wang
Mr. Seth Warren-Crow
Dr. Richard Watson
Dr. Lynn Whitfield
Ms. Feruzan I Williams
Ms. Heidi Winkler
Dr. Aliza Wong
Ms. Kiley Yonavich

COLLEGE READERS
College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources – Dr. Erica Irlbeck
College of Architecture – Mr. Darrick Wade
College of Arts & Sciences – Dr. Jorge Iber and Dr. David Roach
Rawls College of Business Administration – Mr. Derrick Ginter
College of Education – Dr. Ana Torres Whitacre, Jr. College of Engineering – Dr. Ken Rainwater and Dr. Aliza Wong
Graduate School – Dr. Jon McNaughtan and Dr. Aliza Wong
Honors College – Dr. Aliza Wong
College of Human Sciences – Dr. Bill Gustafson
College of Media & Communication – Dr. Todd Chambers
University Programs – Mrs. Raynie Gibbs
Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts – Dr. Andrés Peralta

STUDENT BANNER BEARERS
College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources – Ms. Taylor Schertz
College of Architecture – Ms. Carissa Perez
College of Arts & Sciences – Ms. Radha Patel
Rawls College of Business Administration – Mr. Sequoyah Perry III
College of Education – Ms. Danielle Baas
Whitacre, Jr. College of Engineering – Mr. Thomas Urech
Graduate School – Ms. Ana Florencia
Moyeda Carabaza
College of Human Sciences – Mr. Nicholas Kendrick
Honors College
Mr. Jad Zeitouni
Ms. Hunter Heck
College of Media & Communication – Ms. Allison McCain
University Programs – Mr. Neil Munson
Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts – Mr. James Killebrew

ADMINISTRATIVE REPRESENTATIVES
College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources – Ms. Macie Williams
College of Architecture – Mr. Steven Dominguez
College of Arts & Sciences – Ms. Kymberli Saldaña
Rawls College of Business Administration – Ms. Geleah Sharp
College of Education – Ms. Karen Noles
Whitacre, Jr. College of Engineering – Ms. Patricia Rodriguez
Graduate School – Ms. Vanessa Bara and Ms. Alyssa Reichert
Honors College – Ms. Cheyenne Belew
College of Human Sciences – Ms. Ashlee Brown
College of Media & Communication – Ms. Julia Heard Witt
University Programs – Ms. Alyssa Wagner
Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts – Ms. Kathy Nordstrom

PROGRAM
This program was produced by the Office of the Provost in cooperation with the Convocations Committee and the Office of Official Publications at Texas Tech University, Lindsay Hallowell, Director, and Kaelene Hansen, Senior Editor.
Graduating seniors who have maintained an overall 4.0 GPA include the following:

Chinenye Aaron Agbakwu
Andrea Daniela Aguirre
Ameer Shaham Ahmed
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Xing Aldridge
Kort Austin Alexander
Camden Douglas Anderson
Amanda Michelle Arrington
Georgia Rae Joann Atkins
Syed Nouman Azhar
Daniele Murphy Baas
Robert Bradley Baunach
Grace Avalon Baxter
Kylee Michelle Bernhardt
James Edward Berry
Mckenzi Lee Bertelsen
Amanda Christine Bippus
Lindsey Ellen Bishop
Matthew Lane Blalock
Farshad Bolouri
Jerod R. Booth
Mackenzie Elise Bordelon
Averon Wiley Brack
Kimberly Mae Brown
Eric Stanton Bui
Spencer Ben Burress
Grace Madison Bryant
Avery Providence Caddell
Garrett Michael Casey
Maximillian Ryan Castillo
Nicholas L. Cleaver
Angela De Ciocco Crouch
Jacob T. Cummins
William Patrick Derrick
Megan Catherine Dunn
Jessica Michelle Ebert
Madison Elise Emswiler
Madison Elizabeth Everage
Matalee Mae Fangman
Yamile Flores Faudoa
Saydie Mijoy Favila
Leigha Noel Freeman
Gabriella Esperanza Galindo
Kirtana Rebecca George
Michelle Ghasan Ghazzawi
Chase Harris Gibson
Greyson Matthew Gillam
Devin Edward Gonzales
Camille Blaire Gonzalez
Andrew D. Goodman
Rajeev K. Goonie
Nisha Gurung
Jerry Halasz
Christyn Elizabeth Harkins
Madalyn Rae Harris
Nicholas C. Harrison
Joshua L. Hawkins
Hunter René Heck
Cameron Grace Hekkert
Valerie Aileen Hernandez
Natasha Anne Hicks
Lauryn Leigh Hill
Caycee Patrice Holson
Hallie Alexandra Ivey
Jansen Christopher Ivi
Hannah Rachael Jackson
Suyash Jain
Wooyoung Jang
Mallory Brooke Jenkins
Helen Faye Jennings
Kynsdey Dawn Jones
Hunter Grady Johnson
Saransh Kalra
William Zach Kariampuzha
James Reace Killebrew
Adeeyta P. Kularki
Jason Lee Land
Alexandra Mary Lee
June Yeonsang Lee
Timothy Martin Lilly
Irin Rachel Luke
Maley Malayne Mader
Tanuj Mahendru
Eduardo Martinez III
Reagan Chase Martinez
Grace McCauley Matson
Sheena Lynn Maughan
Allison Catherine McCain
Maxwell Edward McLeod
Christopher Ryan Mehrafshan
Morgan Elizabeth Miller
Alyson Victoria Moran
Allison Grace Morgan
Neil Munson
Summer Marie Nicholson
Nhi N. Nguyen
Christian R. Ormord
Emma Elizabeth Parmer
Radha S. Patel
Rahil B. Patel
Shruti Ashish Patel
Christopher A. Patterson
Seth Garrett Paulger
Murfi Meaghan Pergrem
Sequoyah Perry III
Avery Lynn Price
Lauren Evelyn Prince
Priyadarshini Rajkumar
Sherrie Loise Ray
Peyton Wade Redman
Madeline Mowbray Richardson
Mark Alan Richardson
Creigh Alice Rourke
Cameron Ronald Ray Sanders
YoRick M. Sanders
Meredith Suzanne Satterwhite
Dzmitry Savitski
Taylor Beth Schertz
Rebecca Elizabeth Schneider
Madison Raye Schumacher
Emma Catherine Scott
Mackenzie Sherwood
Shashank Shrestha
Isha Rakesh Shura
Jamie Karen Simmons
Javier Christopher Smith
Maren Joann Smith
Logan Christopher Smoot
Samantha Snyder
Jill Marie Stinson
Brooklyn Claire Strafuss
Varshini Venugopal Suresh
Joshua Lee Swayne
James Owen Tedore
Geoff Jacob Thomas
Kamlynn Christina Thomas
Jason T. Torres
Allimatour Traore
Nghiem V. Truong
Mary E. Turner
Thomas Franklin Urech
Joseph Andrew Vance
Halee N. Vaughan
Saryn Anneke Vrij
Colyn Michael Wagner
Cameron A. Warren
Kyle Andrew Watts
Peyton Mitchell Wakefield
Jack Anthony Weiland
Tatum Anne Whitewood
Phillip Laurence Williams
Johny N. Yav
Cassandra Elise Young
Jad Fadi Zeitouni
Laniah Zuberi
CANDIDATES FOR TEACHER CERTIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ana Alcocer</th>
<th>Deandra Fritz</th>
<th>Britney Lanford</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brock Alsaffar</td>
<td>Alyssa Fry</td>
<td>Cheyanne Lanmon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara Anderson</td>
<td>Gabriela Fuentes</td>
<td>Michaela Larry-Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachelle Andreatta</td>
<td>Julia Gambell</td>
<td>Chase Larsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delanie Atkinson</td>
<td>Peyton Gilbert</td>
<td>Reagan Layne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Aumoeuvalogo</td>
<td>Briana Glover</td>
<td>Chyna Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Baas</td>
<td>Haley Golforth</td>
<td>Mackenzie Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara Baker</td>
<td>Nitsa Gomez</td>
<td>Sofia Locklear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyla Barron</td>
<td>Sabrina Gonzalez</td>
<td>Michael Lowe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiden Beckert</td>
<td>Alexis Gonzalez</td>
<td>Brooke Lowrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Miers</td>
<td>Antonio Gonzalez</td>
<td>Jenna Lowrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadia Berleth</td>
<td>Rylie Gray</td>
<td>Zoe Luhrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Bickerstaff</td>
<td>Alyssa Guzman</td>
<td>Makayla Mabra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Birch</td>
<td>Catherine Hackworth</td>
<td>Jacy Mann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Birks</td>
<td>Kortney Halfmann</td>
<td>Sarah Mansfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Bishop</td>
<td>Riley Hamelwright</td>
<td>Claire Markell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Bowman</td>
<td>Loren Hamilton</td>
<td>Mia Martinico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleb Brister</td>
<td>Emily Hamons</td>
<td>Abigail Mask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Britt</td>
<td>Madison Hare</td>
<td>Grace Matson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camille Brooks</td>
<td>Ansley Hayward</td>
<td>Maya McCormick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Brown</td>
<td>Sarah Herrmann</td>
<td>Alexis McCormick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordyn Buck</td>
<td>Ashlyn Hill</td>
<td>Sarah McCormick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashlin Burgett</td>
<td>Kali Hodridge</td>
<td>Morven Mckay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Byrd</td>
<td>Madeline Hoelscher</td>
<td>Lydia Mead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Calderon</td>
<td>Caleigh Hoffman</td>
<td>Christopher Mehrafshen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emileigh Cantwell</td>
<td>Hannah Holder</td>
<td>Marilyn Melendez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Carter</td>
<td>Tessa Hope</td>
<td>Elanna Merlino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Cavazos</td>
<td>Jazmin Huckestein</td>
<td>Caitlynn Meyer-Godwin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Chase</td>
<td>Jordan Huffaker</td>
<td>Emma Millien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Cherry</td>
<td>Emma Humphrey</td>
<td>Austin Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Chung</td>
<td>Isabella Ibrahim</td>
<td>Paige Mitchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie Chunn</td>
<td>Ariel Jackson</td>
<td>Kayo Mitsunari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaleigh Clevenger</td>
<td>Baylee Janak</td>
<td>Taylor Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydne Cole</td>
<td>Kathyleen Jander</td>
<td>Shelby Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Conner</td>
<td>Helen Jennings</td>
<td>Carly Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Crouch</td>
<td>Calys Jimenez</td>
<td>Kenneth Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BriAnna Cruz</td>
<td>Bernardo Jimenez Arteaga</td>
<td>Kourtne Newton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Davis</td>
<td>Caitlin Johnson</td>
<td>Haylie Nicholls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Day</td>
<td>Jada Johnson</td>
<td>Samantha Nicholson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Diem</td>
<td>Sarah Johnson</td>
<td>Joshua Odom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trisha Dissinger</td>
<td>Keivon Johnson</td>
<td>Hannah Oneil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hana Donaldson</td>
<td>Savanna Jones</td>
<td>Rebecca Ortiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Doran</td>
<td>Blake Jones</td>
<td>Samantha Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Dugan</td>
<td>Angelica Kassman</td>
<td>Margaret Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Dyer</td>
<td>Vivienne Kellum</td>
<td>Emily Phillips-Frazier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Ebert</td>
<td>Kara Kelly</td>
<td>David Pierce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Edstrand</td>
<td>Madison Kerby</td>
<td>Elizabeth Popejoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Elston</td>
<td>Courtney Kester</td>
<td>Chelsea Prichard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Fabac</td>
<td>Diana Kim</td>
<td>Caitlin Prilliman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Flores</td>
<td>Kennedy King</td>
<td>Sherrie Ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaymee Folsom</td>
<td>Rachael Klein</td>
<td>Chelsea Rhodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarrot Foote</td>
<td>Sydne Lampheer</td>
<td>Bailey Richards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacy Ford</td>
<td>Jayda Landwehr</td>
<td>Mary Rippey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Rochow</td>
<td>Abbigayle Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roxanne Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Braydn Roesler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natalie Rosales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patrick Ryker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colton Sadler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emma Saenz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kristina Saldivar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrea Sanchez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madison Schumacher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amanda Scoggins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maria Serrano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emma Sharp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shelby Shaw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sabrina Simpson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kylie Snyder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joleen Solis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lauren Stark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Claire Stokes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peyton Stoue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Studor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samantha Sullivan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madison Tate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Threne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Katie Thompson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kate Tiere</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leslie Tinoco-Ruiz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Victoria Vail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lainey Travis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bailey Tryon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keely Umstot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Utterback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lindsey Van Horn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timothy Vansaders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elora Velez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Katherine Vieregge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Devin Virag</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Macey Waid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madeline Walker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kaitlin Washington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maycee Webb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abigail Wetsel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hayley Whitman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jayden Willer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Witherington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashley Witt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mackenzie Womack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth Woods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tucker Young</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jillian Young</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taylor Zorros</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The doctoral degree is the most advanced earned degree conferred by American institutions of higher learning. The doctorate usually represents prolonged periods of advanced study culminating in a dissertation intended to contribute substantially to the body of knowledge on the subject. The most widely sought doctorate is the Doctor of Philosophy, which no longer has an implication of philosophy as the major field of study but represents advanced research in any of the major fields of knowledge.

The master’s degree is an academic honor bestowed upon students who have successfully completed work beyond the baccalaureate. Both a thesis and an oral examination are usually but not always required. When applicable, the graduate’s thesis topic is listed.

**DOCTOR OF EDUCATION**

**EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP**

John David Carranco  
Dissertation: Serving the Content Knowledge Needs of High School English Language Learners: An Action Research Study Examining EL Strategy Implementation  
Major Professor: Fernando Valle

Alma Gonzales Cunningstubby  
Dissertation: Portraits of Highly Effective Elementary Teachers of Low Socio-economic Hispanic Students in West Texas  
Major Professor: Irma Almager

Lindsey Raines Lumpkin  
Dissertation: Exploring the Professional Relationships Between Teacher Mentors and Mentees: A Case Study of Teacher Retention in a District-led Alternative Certification Program  
Major Professor: Fernando Valle

**HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION**

Valerie Anne Henricks  
Dissertation: Processes and Strategies used by Health Sciences Center Faculty to Incorporate Interaction, Communication, and Community Building in Online Courses  
Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones

Christy Lynn Johanson  
Dissertation: Foster Youth Perceptions of Resiliency and their Use of Campus Support Programming at a Community College  
Major Professor: Dave Louis

Lauren Marie-Blair Kinast  
Dissertation: Inclusion of Deaf Students in Non-Classroom Settings at Public Universities in Texas: Perceptions of Administrators and Coordinators Responsible for Deaf Services  
Major Professor: Dave Louis

Jamie M. Thomas  
Dissertation: Doctoral Student Academic Socialization for a Faculty Career  
Major Professor: Jon McNaughtan

**DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS**

James Russell Wicks  
Dissertation: Understanding the Association Between Experiential Factors of Success and Navigating Formal Academic Support Systems for Black Male Students at a Large Southeastern PWI  
Major Professor: Jon McNaughtan

Ni Wang Clark  
Dissertation: An Examination of Successes and Challenges of Teacher Professional Development for Project-based Learning in a STEM School  
Major Professor: Sungwon Shin

Calvin Audis  
Dissertation: Bel Canto Posaune: A Case for Applying Bel Canto Technique to Trombone Pedagogy  
Major Professor: Kevin Wass

Michellinda M. Audis  
Major Professor: Rebecca Hays

ShuoJung Hseuh  
Dissertation: An Examination of Technological Advancements and Innovations of Horn Mouthpieces in the United States from 1950 to 2015  
Major Professors: Christopher M. Smith and Lisa Rogers

Lissette Lazara Jimenez  
Dissertation: “How if, when I am Laid into the Tomb”: An Examination of Hector Berlioz’s 1829 Prix de Rome Submission, Cléopâtre, Placing it Within a Historical, Social, Pathological, Theoretical, and Performance Context  
Major Professor: Gerald Dolter

Mikhail Maurice Johnson  
Dissertation: Perspectives on Cultural Appropriation in Classical Piano Music: A Brief Analysis of Select Works Spanning the 17th to the Early 20th Centuries  
Major Professor: Nataliya Sukhina

Jeyeon Kim  
Dissertation: A Survey of Technology Use in Group Piano Class during the Covid-19 Pandemic  
Major Professor: Carla Davis Cash

Chuan Li Ko  
Major Professor: Nataliya Sukhina

Qin Ling  
Dissertation: Nurturing Vulnerability through Piano Teaching: Suggested Pedagogical Approaches for Working with Diverse Learners  
Major Professor: Carla Davis Cash

Yanyan Lu  
Major Professor: Carla Davis Cash

Jake Clenton Taylor  
Dissertation: Textual Illumination through Rhythm and Meter: An Analysis of Metrical Dissonance and Other Temporal Elements in Brahms’ Vier Quartette, Op. 92  
Major Professor: John Hollins

Nancy Evelyn Taylor  
Dissertation: Teaching Beginner Trumpet Lessons in a Synchronous Virtual Setting: An Intensive Case Study  
Major Professor: Andrew Stetson

Theodore Daigo Vinden  
Major Professor: Virginia Wheaton
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
AGRICULTURAL AND APPLIED ECONOMICS
Andrii Baryshpolets
Dissertation: Effects of the Free Trade Agreement between the European Union and Ukraine on World Trade and Production Efficiency of Ukrainian Sunflower Oil
Major Professor: Olga Murova

Sungtae Eun
Dissertation: Consumer Behavior, Price Competitiveness, and Salmonella Outbreak in the Peanut Butter Industry
Major Professor: Benaissa Chidmi

Merve Ozbag
Dissertation: Package-size Level Demand for Carbonated Soft Drinks and its Implications on Market Power
Major Professor: Benaissa Chidmi

ETHAN MICHAEL SABALA
Dissertation: Essays in Applied Economics
Major Professor: Stephen Devadoss

AGRICULTURAL COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION
William Lee Doss
Dissertation: An Experiment on the Effects of Response Mode and the Use of Incentives when Surveying Secondary School Agricultural Education Teachers
Major Professor: John Rayfield

Millicent Akinyi Oyugi
Dissertation: The Nexus between Agricultural Teachers Association of Texas Mentorship, Job Satisfaction, Burnout, Socio-demography, and Agriscience Teaching Self-efficacy
Major Professor: Amy Boren Alpizar

ANIMAL SCIENCE
Hope Renee Hall
Dissertation: Beef Quality Traits in Relation to Muscle Fiber Type of Three Bovine Muscles of Beef and Dairy Carcasses
Major Professor: Markus Miller

BIOLOGY
Kayla Beth Bounds
Dissertation: The Influence of the Antimicrobial Topical Ointment, BlastX, on the Wound Healing Process in Uninfected and Staphylococcus aureus Infected Wounds
Major Professors: Randall Jeter and Abdul N. Hamood

Xiulin Gao
Dissertation: Fire Mediated Tree-grass Interaction in the Southwestern US: Grass Flammability Traits and Fire Effects on Woody Plants
Major Professor: Dylan Schwilk

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Kelley Blayne Anderson
Dissertation: Creating Value and Markets: An Exploration with Virtual Reality Technology
Major Professor: Debra Laverie

Adam Thomas Cann
Dissertation: Mixed Emotions, Meaning-making, and Consumer Well-being Outcomes
Major Professor: Debra Laverie

Xiangge Wang
Dissertation: Dual Holders and Corporate Tax Policies
Major Professor: Kristen Cook

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Sixue Cheng
Dissertation: Glass Transition and Crystallization of Amorphous Pharmaceuticals: Time-Temperature Transformation Diagram and Crystallization Suppression
Major Professor: Gregory McKenna

Rafikul Islam
Dissertation: Viscoelastic Properties and Dynamic of Cross-linked Polymer Network Systems
Major Professor: Rajesh Shrikant Khare

Masoud Norouzi Darabad
Dissertation: Physics-based and Data-driven Understanding of Complex Dynamics in Droplet Microfluidics
Major Professor: Mark W. Vaughn

Nazam Us Sakib
Dissertation: Thermal and Rheological Characterization of Polystyrene and Polystyrene Grafted Silica Nanocomposites
Major Professor: Sindee L. Simon

Qian Tian
Dissertation: The Effect of Nanoconfinement on Free Radical Polymerization
Major Professor: Sindee L. Simon

Pradeep Vyawahare
Dissertation: Towards a Unified Thermodynamic Framework for Adsorption
Major Professor: Chau-Chyun Chen

Chunhao Zhai
Dissertation: Polymerization: Effect of Nanoconfnement and Ionic Liquid Additive
Major Professor: Sindee L. Simon

MINOR PROFESSION
Mre11 Mutants Affect the Activity of Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1/Xrs2 Complex and the DNA Double Strand Break Repair Pathway
Major Professor: Michael Latham

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Khalid Talal Mursi
Dissertation: From XOR PUF to CDC XOR PUF: Cost-effectiveness, Statistical Characteristics, and Security Assessment
Major Professor: Yu Zhuang

Wei Zhang
Dissertation: Efficient Scientific Data Discovery over Self-describing File Formats
Major Professor: Yong Chen

COUPLE, MARRIAGE, AND FAMILY THERAPY
Douglas Poulton McPhee
Dissertation: Couples Coping with Clusters: Lived Experiences of Cluster Headache Patients and their Partners
Major Professor: Cameron Brown

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Nader Almutairi
Major Professor: Faith Maina

Katherine Ann Capp
Dissertation: Association between Country Economic Development Level and School Climate on PISA 2018 Science and Math Performance
Major Professor: Walter Smith

Cari Lyn Carter
Dissertation: Fanfiction: Adult Literacy Impressions and the Influence of Fandom on Educational Practices
Major Professor: Mellene Lesley

Aletha Renee Cherry
Dissertation: Tempo de Consciência Negra: A Case Study of Afro-Brazilian Undergraduate Women of Partners of the Americas
Major Professor: Jeaik Cho

Sipra Nath Eko
Dissertation: Instructor Perceptions of Technology Integration in the Emerging Corequisite Model of Developmental Mathematics
Major Professors: Jeong-Hee Kim and Kwanghee Jung

CHEMISTRY
Elahe Masoumzadeh
Dissertation: Structure and Dynamics of CasF-64 RNA Recognition Motif Drive Cleavage and Polyadenylation
Major Professor: Michael Latham

Samir H. Rahman
Dissertation: Mre11 Mutants Affect the Activity of Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1/Xrs2 Complex and the DNA Double Strand Break Repair Pathway
Major Professor: Michael Latham
David Lawrence Goss  
*Dissertation:* Teacher Perceptions of Heteronormativity in Elementary Schools: A Multi-case Study  
*Major Professor:* Heather Greenhalgh-Spencer

Karen Dixon Jensen  
*Dissertation:* Crossing Cultures: A Narrative Inquiry into Undergraduate College Students’ Experiences in International Internships  
*Major Professor:* Jeong-Hee Kim

Holly Ann Miller  
*Dissertation:* Women Becoming Teachers of Engineering: A Narrative Inquiry into the Professional Identity Transformation of Sixth-grade Science Teachers  
*Major Professors:* Jeong-Hee Kim and Mihwa Park

Susan Jean Paulsen  
*Dissertation:* SOCA - A Stages of Concern Analysis and Program Review of Teachers in a Rural Port Town Transitioning to Place-based Education  
*Major Professor:* Heather Greenhalgh-Spencer

Kimberly S. Peters  
*Dissertation:* A Foucauldian Genealogy of Digital Literacies in High School English Language Arts Classrooms  
*Major Professor:* Joshua Cruz

Tanisha Vermel Pride  
*Dissertation:* Under the Influence: Follower’s Experiences of Servant Leadership  
*Major Professor:* Joshua Cruz

Donald Gregory Prier II  
*Dissertation:* Perseverance of Black Males in the 21st Century STEM Classroom: An Autoethnography of a Black Male STEM Teacher  
*Major Professor:* Jeong-Hee Kim

Pablo J. Quezada  
*Dissertation:* Assessing Physical Activity Behaviors in Students attending a Historically Black College/University  
*Major Professor:* Shirley Matteson

Danielle MarLee Stewart  
*Dissertation:* Educator Growth in Immigrant Education through Reality Pedagogy’s Cogenerative Dialogue in an Ever-changing World  
*Major Professor:* Julie Smit

Joseph Mbogo Wairungu  
*Dissertation:* Best Practices for Reversing High Attrition and Reducing Graduation Time Frame: Doctoral Education in a Kenyan Public University  
*Major Professor:* Faith Maina

Shuang Zhang  
*Dissertation:* Preservice Teachers’ Knowledge Development of Teaching Addition and Subtraction Word Problem Solving, Microteaching, and Classroom Teaching Practices  
*Major Professor:* Jian Wang

**ECONOMICS**  
Abdulrahman Abdulaziz Albahouth  
*Dissertation:* On the Impact of Public Subsidies and Research on Private Research and Development  
*Major Professor:* Masha Rahnama

Niraj Prasad Koirala  
*Dissertation:* Essays on Uncertainty Shocks and Financial Frictions  
*Major Professor:* Xiaohan Ma

Hamid Noghanibehabmari  
*Dissertation:* Essays on Social Externalities  
*Major Professor:* Robert Kaj Gittings

**EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY**  
Linda J. Garza  
*Dissertation:* Development and Evaluation of the Counseling as a Related Service (CRS) Scale: School Mental Health Professionals’ Perceptions and Service Eligibility of Counseling as a Related Service  
*Major Professor:* Tara Stevens

Omolola Aderonke Odejimi  
*Dissertation:* The Influence of Music Participation on Mathematics Achievement in African American Children: A Longitudinal Structural Equation Modeling Application  
*Major Professor:* Todd Little

Youngha Woodard Oh  
*Dissertation:* Exact and Approximate Measurement Invariance Tests in Latent Class Analysis  
*Major Professor:* Jaeheon Lee

Heather Michelle Schoen  
*Dissertation:* A Study Examining the Relationship Between the Role of Connectedness, Instructional Tools and Strategies, and Student Engagement in Online Graduate Education  
*Major Professor:* Kamau Siwatu

Jessica Leigh Spott  
*Dissertation:* Examining the Impacts of Motherhood on Career-intentions and Tenure for Mother Scholars in STEM: A Mixed Methods Study  
*Major Professor:* Kamau Siwatu

Desiree Nikol Walisky  
*Dissertation:* Functional Brain Activation During Emotion Processing in Maltreated Youth with PTSD  
*Major Professors:* Kwanghee Jung and Todd Little

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**  
Omid Bazgir  
*Dissertation:* Representation of Features as Images with Neighborhood Dependencies for Improvement of Anti-cancer Drug Sensitivity Predictive Modeling using Machine Learning  
*Major Professor:* Ranadip Pal

Xiaomei Chen  
*Dissertation:* Regional Wind Power Ramp Forecasting using Real-time Mesonet Measurements  
*Major Professor:* Miao He

Saugato Rahman Dhruba  
*Dissertation:* Application of Advanced Machine Learning Based Approaches in Cancer Precision Medicine  
*Major Professor:* Ranadip Pal

Golnaz Moallem  
*Dissertation:* Applications of Image Processing and Machine Learning Techniques in Wildlife Monitoring and Cancer Cell Characterization  
*Major Professor:* Hamed Sari-Sarraf

Zachary Charles Shaw  
*Dissertation:* The Multipactor Effect in Rectangular Waveguides  
*Major Professor:* Andreas Neuber

Jing Wang  
*Dissertation:* FSK Radar and Transponder Systems for Range Tracking and Vital Signs Sensing of Multiple Targets  
*Major Professor:* Changhi Li

**ENGLISH**  
Apryl Nicole Lewis  
*Dissertation:* Standing in a Crooked Room: Black Feminism and Traumatic Legacies Within Contemporary African American Literature  
*Major Professor:* Michael Borshuk

Kenna Denae Neitch  
*Dissertation:* Persistence/Resistance: Gender, Testimony, and Organizing in Central America  
*Major Professor:* Kanika Batra

Jennifer Lee Popa  
*Dissertation:* Playthings: Stories  
*Major Professor:* Katie Cortese

Matthew H. Porto  
*Dissertation:* Moon Grammar  
*Major Professor:* John Poch

Macy Dene’ Skipworth  
*Dissertation:* “Ev’rybody Shimmies Now”: How the History of Jazz Music Reveals American Mass Media’s Appropriation and Exploitation of Black Communities, 1890-1940  
*Major Professor:* Michael Borshuk

**ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY**  
Eric Michael Peterson  
*Dissertation:* Potential Impacts of Agrochemicals Associated with Fugitive Particulate Matter Originating from Beef Cattle Feed Yards on Native Cavity-nesting Bees  
*Major Professor:* Philip Smith

Chandini C. Revanna  
*Major Professor:* Todd Anderson
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
Timothy David Kelley
Dissertation: Pupil Size Influences Learners’ Judgement of Learning
Major Professor: Michael Serra

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCE EDUCATION
Angelia Bencomo
Dissertation: Exploring Young Adult Literature in Support of the Use of Bibliotherapy in the Family and Consumer Sciences Classroom
Major Professor: Karen Alexander

FINE ARTS
Rebecca Ballinger Clark
Major Professor: Dorothy Chansky

Laura Isabel Lennis-Cortés
Dissertation: Teaching the Adult Piano Learner: Two Case Studies of Piano Students who Return to Lessons
Major Professor: Carla Davis Cash

Kathryn Kie Mann
Dissertation: Creating “Bridget”: An Analysis of Irish Immigrant Woman’s Identity in New York’s Gilded Age
Major Professor: Christopher J. Smith

Vallie Susanne Owens
Dissertation: Multicultural Music Education in U.S. Centric International Elementary Schools: An Investigation of World Music Representation within Teacher Repertoire Selections
Major Professors: Janice Killian and Jacqueline Henninger

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
Ali Joy Luempert
Dissertation: Latinx College Students’ Transition to Adulthood: The Intersections of Childhood Economic Pressure, Enculturation, and Familism
Major Professor: Monica Martin

Jennifer Rasmussen Rose
Dissertation: Adverse Life Experiences in Young Children: Examining Pathways of Resilience in the Family Stress Model
Major Professors: Ann M. Mastergeorge and Monica J. Martin

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Christian Dieling
Dissertation: Techniques for Calibration of Hailpad Material
Major Professors: Mario Beruvides and Milton Smith

MATHEMATICS
Mai Huynh Phuong Dao
Dissertation: Novel Bayesian Approaches for Simultaneous Parameter Estimation and Variable Selection in Quantile Regression Models
Major Professors: Min Wang and Leif Ellingson

Thilini Vasana Mahanama
Dissertation: Risk Assessment and Financial Management of Natural Disasters and Crime
Major Professor: Brent Lindquist

Dylan Scott Rudy
Dissertation: Vulnerabilities of some Semidirect Products in Diffie-Hellman Key Exchanges
Major Professors: Chris Monico and Dermot McCarthy

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Pratap Rudra Chilakanti
Dissertation: Evaluation of Platforms for Use in Transdisciplinary Research
Major Professor: Stephen Ekwaro-Osire

PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING
Eiman Ahmed Ossielan
Dissertation: Investigating Determinants of Charitable Giving: Evidence from IRS Form 990
Major Professor: Russell James

PHILOSOPHY
Amy McBride Heard
Dissertation: Exploration of Career Pathways of National Collegiate Athletics Association (NCAA) Division I Women Athletics Directors
Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones

Yvonne Holly Reeves-Harwood
Dissertation: Higher Education Enrollment Patterns by School District Characteristics: An Analysis of Relationships Between Student Educational Contexts and Postsecondary Enrollment
Major Professor: Hugo Garcia

HISTORY
Samantha Kalyne Lack
Major Professor: Abigail Swingen

NEUROLOGY
Hugo Garcia
Dissertation: Development Cycle Modeling and Risk Calculation
Major Professor: Atila Etars

SANCHITA ISLAM
Dissertation: Characterizing the Thermal Reactivity of Novel Inorganic Energetic Formulations
Major Professor: Michelle Pantoya

Bo Liu
Dissertation: Basis Transform Solution for Brinkman Equation to Describe Unsteady Hydrodynamic Interactions
Major Professor: Sukalyan Bhattacharya

Abraham Arundo Nispel Pizarro
Dissertation: Reliability and Up-scaling of Offshore Wind Turbines
Major Professor: Stephen Ekwaro-Osire

Shahriar Mufid Rahman
Dissertation: Thermo-mechanical/chemical Properties and Contact Behaviors of Molecularly Thin Lubricants
Major Professor: Chang-Dong Yeo

Connor Dale Woodruff
Dissertation: Pyrometry and Thermography for Ballistic Applications
Major Professor: Michelle Pantoya

MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION
Desiree Nicole Markham
Dissertation: Media Framing of Military Incidents and the Struggle for Narrative Control: The Attacks on Benghazi and Al Asad
Major Professor: Erik P. Bucy

MUSIC EDUCATION
Milton Wabyona
Dissertation: Trends in Music Teacher Preparation in Uganda from 1950 to 2020: A Historical Study
Major Professor: Janice Killian

NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Sharmin Akter
Dissertation: Relationship with Food, Hunger and Satiety Hormones, Psychosocial Variables, and Initial Weight Loss Response as Predictors of 16-week Weight Loss: A Randomized Controlled Obesity Intervention Trial
Major Professor: Martin Binks

Ana Florencia Moyeda Carabaza
Dissertation: A Theory-based Nutrition Education Intervention to Enhance Complementary Feeding Practices among Young Children in Southern Ethiopia
Major Professor: Mary Murimi
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
Oladoyin Kolawole
Major Professor: Ion Ispas

Victor Javier Pugliese Manotas
Major Professor: Amin Ettehadavakkol

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE
Samuel Andres Discua Duarte
Dissertation: Scale Dependent Bee (Hymenoptera: Anthophila) Community Patterns and Plant Attractiveness to Pollinators in the Texas High Plains
Major Professor: Scott Longing

Irish Lorraine Bicaldo Pabuayon
Dissertation: A Fresh Look at Resource Assimilation and Partitioning in Cotton
Major Professor: Glen L. Ritchie

Clayton D. White
Dissertation: Cover Crop and Weed Management Strategies in No-tillage Cotton Systems in Texas High Plains
Major Professors: Katie Lewis and Wayne Keeling

SPANISH
Arturo Ramirez Martinez
Dissertation: Los caminos de Oba Koso: múltiples facetas de Changó en la producción cultural cubana
Major Professor: George Cole

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Lande Chadwick Dowell
Dissertation: Using Equivalence-based Instruction to Teach Those Interested in Law Enforcement the Function of Behavior
Major Professor: Jennifer Hamrick

Brenda Vera Grafton-McCall
Dissertation: The Effects of Peer Mediated Intervention on the Social Vocalization Skills of Adolescents with a Developmental Disability
Major Professor: Robin Lock

SYSTEMS AND ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Sagar B. Chhetri
Dissertation: A Bayesian Learning Approach to Advance the Reliability of LeAgile Project Portfolio Management
Major Professor: Dongping Du

Thomas J. Monroe
Dissertation: Decision Engineering: Deriving and Applying an Entropy Model for Quantifying Risk Perception
Major Professor: Mario Beruvides

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION AND RHETORIC
Angela Nicole Johnson
Major Professor: Rich Rice

Jamie May
Dissertation: Integrating Social Justice into the Technical Communication Service Course
Major Professor: Michael Faris

Manuel Agustin Piña
Dissertation: Beyond an Ethic of Efficiency: Digital Learning Spaces and/as Materiality
Major Professor: Beau Pihlaja

Eric Melvin Reed
Major Professor: Steven Holmes

Daniel J. Riechers
Dissertation: Public Comment Public Health: Intersections of Technical Communication and Public Health in Industrial Wastewater Permitting
Major Professor: Ken Baake

Darín Michael-Houston Williams
Dissertation: Data Center Project Information Management: A Technical Reporting Innovation Study
Major Professor: Ken Baake

WILDLIFE, AQUATIC, AND WILDLANDS SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT
Christopher S. Miller
Dissertation: Effects of Huisache (Acacia farnesiana) and Honey Mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa) on Understory Forage Characteristic and Soil Nutrients in the Texas Gulf Prairies
Major Professor: Robert Cox

Elizabeth Louise Roesler
Dissertation: Tools in the SDM Tackle Box: How to Maximize Model Performance when Predicting Fish Distributions
Major Professor: Matthew Barnes

WIND SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Pataya Lea Scott
Dissertation: Analysis of Residential Building Performance in Tornadoes as a Function of Building and Hazard Characteristics
Major Professor: Bradley Ewing

MASTER OF AGRIBUSINESS
Heath Davis Hadley
Bailey Ann Samper

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
Sarah Marie Alexander
Francisco Ambriz
Lorena Banda-Ramirez
Jose David Botello
Victor Carrillo
Joshua Aaron Durkes
Stephanie Enríquez
Ana Priscilla García Merino
Gilbert Gonzalez
Benjamin Michael Gove
Hayden Christopher Harris
Martin Jaramillo Treviño
Aura Lopez
Joshua J. Martin
Jesus Alberto Mora
Celia Anaísl Padilla Salazar
Emily Ramírez
Jorge L. Reina
Daniel Rios
Alberto Jaime Rivera
Trevor Daniel Roberts
Jesus Rosendo Ruelas
Quince D. Workman

MASTER OF ART EDUCATION
Julia DeLeon
Sarah Elizabeth Jones
Sarah J. Wyatt

MASTER OF ARTS
ANTHROPOLOGY
Kaitlyn J. Fulp
Melissa Jean Gardner
Thesis: An Archaeological Examination of Ceramics from Mission San Lorenzo de la Santa Cruz (41RE1)
Cameron Chad Spencer
Thesis: Lower Limb Cross-Sectional Geometry of Athletes from a Contemporary Mortality Sample: A Model to Address Questions in Bioarchaeology

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Ann Omolade Olubukola Awe
Thesis: Communicating a Hypenated Nigerian-American Identity: Performative and Autoethnographic Negotiations of Colonization, Resistance, and Becoming
London Makenzie Bradley
Odalis Sarahy Cardenas
Thesis: Communicating In Between Two Cultures: Autoethnographic and Self-Reflexive Negotiations of My Mexican American Identity
Amanda Riley Corfield
Sarah Renee Cuevas  
Thesis: Critical Examinations of Mexican American Discursive Spaces: The Emergence of Visionary Rhetoric, Latin@ Vernacular Discourse, and Latin@ Epidemic in Everyday Life  
Jonna Anne Hewitt  
Thesis: Religious Dissolution and Tragi-Comic Framing as Communication Constructs in the Interpretation of Culture  
Tiffany Sheree Satterwhite  
Micah Nicolle Smith  
Thesis: Intersectionally Navigating Queer Identities: Qualitative Explorations into Living and Communicating Within the Borderlands  
Fiker Tesfaye

COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY
Amelia Elizabeth Evans  
Thesis: “Wasn’t This Already Considered Sexual Harassment?”: Exploring the Reactions to Texas Law on Recipient Consent When Sending a Nude Sext Message  
Maria R. Sanchez

ECONOMICS
Souad Nabih Abouelhamd Bekhit  
Ahmad Kharabsheh  
Mohammad Nabi Khawari

ENGLISH
Joshua Aaron Crook  
Gunnar Dean  
Thesis: “Vietnam is the Place”: Relational Space in Vietnam War Fiction  
Ashlen Cheyenne Duhon  
Thesis: Weighing in on the Future of Fat Feminism  
Andrew James Gillis  
Daniel Elias Kephart  
Thesis: Naked and Afraid: The Symbolic Function of Textiles in Middle English Romance  
William Joseph Littlejohn-Oram  
Brittany Nicole Long  
Tatum Eli Quinn  
Brianna Nicole Case  
Gabriel Gonzales  
Ja'Marcus Austin Earl Ingram  
Blessing O. Okagbare  
Cory Sherard Powell, Sr.  
Sarah Elizabeth Timmons  
Rodrick Dujuan Waffer II  
Glens Bolls Young  
Thesis: Getting Inside the Story: How Framing, Empathy in News Coverage Affect Historical Relevance

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Misha Jataun Burleson  
Breanna Nicole Case  
Gabriel Gonzales  
Ja’Marcus Austin Earl Ingram  
Blessing O. Okagbare  
Cory Sherard Powell, Sr.  
Sarah Elizabeth Timmons  
Rodrick Dujuan Waffer II  
Glens Bolls Young  
Morgan Sinclair Hargrave  
Baltazar Pacheco  
Stormi Layne Smith  
Jessica Lynn Tharp  
Thesis: Danishness in the Viking Age: Violence, Christianity, and Boundary Perception in the Construction of Medieval Danish Identity

LANGUAGES AND CULTURES
Rula Maabreh Al-Hmoud  
Jacob Porter Bowe  
Ying-Jhen Chien  
Alexander Rollins Claman  
Thesis: Toward a Morphic History of Landscape  
Xueni Fan  
Bryce Bryant Gassner  
Jenna Leanne Glassburner  
Ju Hee Kang  
Irina Lavrova  
Chloe Renae Lowetz  
Drew Steven Lytle  
Mirai Nagasawa  
Aleksii Proskurin  
Shiori Saito

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
Kristina Cabral  
Lucas James Hess  
David Chester Newton  
McKenna Kate Tornblad

HERITAGE AND MUSEUM SCIENCES
Victoria Nicole Tamez

HISTORY
Micah Paul Austin  
Nathan Davis  
Ryan Lee Dimon  
Jacquelyne Raqueal Esteves  
Morgan Sinclair Hargrave  
Baltazar Pacheco  
Stormi Layne Smith  
Jessica Lynn Tharp  
Thesis: Danishness in the Viking Age: Violence, Christianity, and Boundary Perception in the Construction of Medieval Danish Identity

MASS COMMUNICATIONS
Saad Salem Albaqami, Sr.  
Bailey Marie Butler  
Emily Jen Dirks  
Thesis: Social Media’s Impact on Athlete Activism  
Donald Lee Ellis  
Blake Allan Hardesty  
Kaylee Layne Hinton  
Alyssa Renee’ Islas  
Matthew Reid Jenkins  
Patricia Martinez  
Abigail Laine Morgan  
Wesley Kenneth Peters  
Brenna Michelle Potts  
Kay Leigh Shannon

PHILOSOPHY
Erik Michael Coronado  
Thesis: Had We but World Enough and Time: A Critique of Hume’s Test of Time  
Emily Cheyenne Evans  
Mona Fazeli  
Karson J. Goggans  
Thesis: Epistemic Responsibility in Cases of Sexual Violation Accusations  
Jordan Matthew Mascari  
Lindsay N. Mayo Fincher  
Thesis: Open-mindedness as Epistemic Virtue: Jane Austen’s Wollstonecraftian Inheritance  
Raymond Navarro, Jr.  
Thesis: Expanded Atheisms Implicit Doctrine of Man  
Stephen Luke Winbery

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Raisa Abid  
Miranda Lorene Jones  
Delilah Swari Mochoge

PSYCHOLOGY
Paul Burns  
Tre DeVon Gissandanner  
Thesis: The Impact of Caregivers’ Victimization History on their Children’s Behavior

ROMANCE LANGUAGES
Dania Nayeli Martinez Diaz  
Jessica Elizabeth Nichols  
James William Vaudry IV  
Thesis: Willingness to Communicate during Study Abroad in Spain
SOCIOLOGY
Naeema Khatun
Austin William Stubblefield
Thesis: "I’m in my Damn Garage": The Personal and Professional Effects of a Sudden Shift to Online Learning on Faculty Members

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION AND INNOVATION
Melissa C. Armendariz-Lasater
Ryan Wayne Bennett
Brian Michael Bingamon
Tristen Ann Bloxsom
Jessamy Carol Brown
Lenora Grace Brown
Sarah Tague Burtner
Brittney Byrd
Memory McEachern Callison
Kenneth Robert Casparis
Yasmine Castañeda
Phallon Kiara Davis
Madeline Nicole Davis Hogan
Michael Allen Donaldson
Enrique Escamilla
Ruben Pedro Gomez
Melanie Loraine Gonzales
Mirella Damaris Gonzales
Alessandra Walker Guth
Jacyln Francesca Hale
Kelsey Anne Legard
Jennifer Lucille Lueder
Chadera Tiana Namauu
Ethan Christopher Nickel
Meagan Elizabeth Perez
Brandy Kay Pipes
Maelene Inez Soto
Dante Dewayne Stewart
Erica Renee Svehlak
Robert Charles Vickers II

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION
Daniela Faye Barron
Lauren Rebecca Brawley
Heavenly Lauriel Freeman
Victoria McBride
Claire Lorraine Seekins
Rebekah Leila Smith

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
GENERAL BUSINESS
Emmanuel O. Ajayi
Kaylee Alers Maldonado
Madison Michelle Aragon
Megan Aranda
Roselyn Twumwah Baah
Austin Michael Bareis
Jamie Nicole Bassett
Kathryn Claire Bieber
Joseph Garrett Black
Braxton Taylor Bowers
Robert Cox Broun, Jr.

Joe Shane Eiden Brown
Matthew Blake Buxton
Danielle Renee Callaway
John Phillip Cohen
Chelsea Brooke Cole
Marissa Contreras
Tara Dadashian
Britni Nicole DeBusk
James Elliot Donovan
Nicholas Alexander Drumm
Steven Malone Duran
Raymon Garza, Jr.
Hayden Neil Gonzales
Alexandra Marie Guillen
Samuel Ethan Higgs
Gabriel Hinojosa
Samuel Richard Jones
Nicole Deandra Juarez
Kruti Ladani
Matthew Sangyup Lee
Suyeon Lee
Pusthi Satishkumar Leva
Arif Ljuso
Ian Andrew Long
Akash T. Maheshwari
Ly’Shanette Denise Major
Jayton R. Makuta
Jedita Wamucii Mayes
Robert Hayden Meeks
Alyssa Faythe Mendoza
Michael Sean Mincher
Valeria Mucharraz Rodriguez
Manizan Emmanuella NDouba
Bao Chau Nguyen
Kai Manabu Noble
Lee Alexander Norris
Emmanuel Williams Albert Ondo Methogo
Uche E. Oparaji
Remi Aminat Otuana
James Joseph Overbaugh
Melissa Duran-Palacios
Nicholas Christopher Paladino
Michael Paniagua
Kunal Patel
Purvi V. Patel
Cole Anthony Patterson
Christopher W. Riddle
Esteban Paul Rios
Patricia R. Runyon
Madison Riley Sansom
Maggie Caroline Sather
Gabrielle A. Schoenberger
Briana Celeste Sepulveda
William David Seymore
Kathelijne Gabrielle Silang
Jon Ross Singletary
Adetoro Adewunmi Soyemi
Matthew Lee Stephenson
Gavin Ueland
Brittany Burks Valdez
Leni Madathikudiyil Varghese
Danielle Marie Warmowski
Jared Seth Widenbaum
Meagan Leigh Wilson
Michael Lawrence Wilson
Eric Zidlicky

MASTER OF EDUCATION
COUNSELOR EDUCATION
Jacob M. Acosta
Luis Jesus Anaya
Maria Laura Ayala-Conesa
Jacob Mackenzie Brown
Heather F. Davis
Emily Rose Gomez-Crowell
Constance Reneae Johnson-Quinton
Taylor Charles Johnston
KayLyn Nicole Lane
Adriana Loya
Jon Sebastian Martinez
Katelyn Taylor Pennington
Anamaria Rodriguez
Wasana Subashini Warnakulasooriya
Alayna Wright

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Eliud Aguilar
Rebecca Lynne Brommerich Salazar
Emilia Carrillo
Norma Itzamara Cavazos
Cassandra Le Ann Gonzalez
Jonathan Hudson
Amber LaVon Hughes
James Johnson, Jr.
Hailey Landin
Laurin Lillian Mcclure
Lillian Ruble
Billie M. Walker

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Kirsten Nyonne Bosiliikwa
Arlinda Ann Castillo
Alexandria Victoria DeBaylo
Thania Karina Gottschalk
Harry Gilmer Green III
Kaylene Howe
Tonie Nicole Lankford
Deanna Howell Murray
Brett D. Poynor
Angelene Renee Raines
Elizabeth Kathleen Rogers
Jessica Lynn Smith
Mark David Whitfill

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Ozge Fatos Cihan
Justin Casey Sanchez
Randi Nicole Wilkins
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION
Consuelo Esparza
Griffin Lucas Hogan
Zantasia Desarai Johnson
Daniel James Maldonado
Kelsey Renee Ruth
Payton Arianna Shatney
Justice James Sibole
Megan Marie Skiba
Colton Ray Smith
Anthony Ancelmo Vincent
Cameron M. Warren

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
Tyler Hebert
Anthony Edward Vichich
Kaitlyn Ray Whiteley
Stacy Clifton Wilson

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Kayshaia Denise Ballard
Keri Adcock Barrera
Vanessa Raquel Brooks
Emily Sue Brown
Patricia Ann Brown
Traci Carol Culver
James Debus
Paloma Dominguez Dominguez Dymond
Matthew Edmonds
Sean Marcos Escarciga
Courtney Jo Forman
Grace Carmen Garraway Butler
Maria Del Carmen Gomez
Shelby Madison Gooden
Jessica Renee Guevara
Kadee Loren Hebert
Paula Rae Henderson
Jennifer Lea Jackson
Brandi Michelle Karnowski
Jessica Nicole Leas
Heather Katherine Lilly
Mónica Escobar Lozano
Ashley Nicole Martin
Maia Lucia Mathews
LaToya Danielle McClain
Elizabeth Ann Medford
Megan Ashley Middlebrook
Alyson Lee Nelson
Kenzie Leigh O’Brien
Beatrice Uzoma Ochulo
Clare Alexandra Owens
Amy Elizabeth Page
Jillian Elizabeth Peterson
Barbara Jaclyn Pitcock
Meredith Rathbone
Patricia Widgren Reyna
Alexis Rae Robinson
Sol A. Rodriguez
Brittnee Elizabeth Roles
Jessica Sandoval
Irene Wadgy Savage
LaQuita Schaantelle Spikes
Juliann Bass Springer

MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Adediran Adeyemi Babalola
Rahul Umakant Gupta
Congda Liu
Abraham Ifeoluwa Ogidi-Olu
Oluwabusola Rosebud Onabanjo

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Joshua William Baker
Thomas James Brock
Suparada Chaobol
Alayna E. Dublin
Roberto Soares Ferreira
Ian McArthur Hamlett
Jessica Ann LaFond
John Luis Lopez, Jr.
Pedro Nel Silva
Stricklin Russell Snyder
Jasmine Nicole Workman

MASTER OF FINE ARTS
ART
Brandy Jo Green
Madeline Jade Hernandez
Andrew Hampton Lawson
Richard H. McCoy
Aliann Elizabeth R. Attilio
Devin Walter Ratheal
Joshua Aaron Welch

THEATRE ARTS
Taylor Alexandria Alfred
Leah Elise Johnson
Paul S. Kortemeier
Thomas Dillon Laney III
April Y. Langehennig
Caleb Ranger Lowery
Surasak Namwatsopon
Sadie Grace Nickerson
Ian Edward Olsen
Bryce Eduard Real
Emilia Ann Marie Richardson
Lindsay Elaine Rigney
Christian Ruiz
Steven Lee Weatherbee

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Juan M. Sanchez Tirado

MASTER OF MUSIC
Noah Antonio Alonzo
Thesis: Alone in the Ethereal Haze
Tyler Jovan Castellanos
Cara Lynn Ellman
Nodier Eliecer Garcia Hernandez
Austin Allen Glenn
Alissa Corinne Henderson
Ryan Francis Hill
Emily Holter
Ian Floyd Houston
Megan Elisabeth Kepley
Suyeon Kim
Nicholas Avery Laham
Rachel Sonnet Madden
Claire Alicia Sanchita Miller
Natasha Carolyn Montzka
Angeli Mari Rosilas Nicolas
Clark Preston
Ian Royce Delima Resurreccion
Yuhan Shi
Colt Alexander Shires
Emma Louise Steiner
Christen Eimard Rolle Teano
Chen Yun Wang
Thesis: Globalized Soundscapes for Girls’ Journeys of Empowerment: A Musical Comparison of Kiki’s Delivery Service and Spirited Away
Zongyuan Wei

MASTER OF MUSIC EDUCATION
Grady Campbell Ivie

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Austin Michael Cote
Queen-Esther N. Egbu
Sarah Neal Secretst Horne
Peace Ojuolape Joseph
Kaitlyn Taylor Pietrzak
Peyton Barrett Sherman
Brittnie Michelle Shock
Lenna Smith

MASTER OF SCIENCE
AGRICULTURAL AND APPLIED ECONOMICS
Courtney Elizabeth Baker
Thesis: The Impact of Wind Turbines on Agricultural Land Values in West Texas
Clay Mitchell Braden
Thesis: Profitability Impacts of Cropping Systems in the Southern High Plains of Texas
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

AGRICULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS
Melissa Lynn Ashley
Aspen E. Dick
McKenna Drace Johnson
Thesis: Examining Students’ Perceptions of a High-Impact Agricultural Learning Experience during the COVID-19 Pandemic
Emily Noelle Wade

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Elizabeth Brooke Howe
Lorie Schniers
Thesis: Critical Thinking Attitudes of County Extension Educators in Texas
Evelyn Frances Starich
Thesis: Factors Influencing Student Selection of Academic Major in the College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources at Texas Tech University

ANIMAL SCIENCE
Jordan Tyler Bachler
Thesis: Effects of Aging on Flavor Attributes of Single Vacuum Packaged Beef Steaks After Wet Aging
Samantha Nicole Barker
Thesis: Evaluation of Beef Steak Palatability and Flavor Contributing Compounds Following Retail Display in Vacuum Rollstock Packaging Under Fluorescent or Light Emitting Diode Lighting
Meghan Danielle Clancy
Thesis: Evaluation of REIMS Capabilities to Predict Eating Experience, and Objective Measurements of Pork Quality
Jenna Leann Frink
Thesis: Characterizing Carcass Conformation, Meat Quality Attributes and Muscle Fiber Properties of Beef × Dairy Crossbred Cattle

ARCHITECTURE
Ahmed Alrashed
Thesis: Public Experience of Modern Saudi Mega Hospitals: A Space Syntax Case Study of King Fahad Specialist Hospital, Dammam, Saudi Arabia

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
David Paul Newbern
Thesis: Dynamical Processes Associated with Winter Lightning Events in Iowa

BIOENGINEERING
Katherine Ripley
Seth Nicholas Comerford
Tiare Hidalgo
Mary Ellen Parker
Hydia Aridai Puente
Matthew Lloyd Young

BIOLOGY
Mark Alexander Lee
Kelly Jean McMillen

BIOTECHNOLOGY
Kourtney RaeAnne Davis
Lauren Nicole Kirsch
Thesis: Gene-NE: Computational Assessment of the Evolution of Gene Names Mined from the Text of the Biomedical Literature

CHEMISTRY
Tanner Alan Buschmann
Thesis: Discerning the Structure of the Xrs2 Subunit of the MRN/X Complex and the Loop Mutated CRES Protein by NMR Spectroscopy

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Rohith Kumar Reddy Anugu
Aneesha Baby
Harichandana Byna
Sai Pranitha Reddy Challapuram
Samith Reddy Chinthi Reddy
Thesis: Privacy Preserving Target Tracking Strategies Using a Flying Drone
Adarsha Reddy Dodla
Venkata Subrahmanyeswara Adithya Dwadasi
Durga Prasad Ganta
Karishma Garkapalli
Mohl Hilal Husain
Siddhartha Ireddy
Hema Naga Sai Sudha Jagarlapudi
Thesis: Sky Caching Assisted Privacy Preserving Target Tracking Strategy
Jordan Ketrin
Xiaopeng Luo
Thesis: Data Visualization and Information Retrieval Exploration Based on COVID-19 Data

DATA SCIENCE
Azeezat Abolaji Adegbami
Angela Akosua Adjei-Mosi
Bright Ossetebalu Ativie
Olaleye Eniola Bakare
Chase Bell
Emmanuel Owanemi Billy Gillis-Harry
Jeremy David Bixby
Edwyn Soumanhoum Bougre
Olivio Ewaen Bright-Evans
Yang Cai
Jenna Leigh Castañeda
Finu Chacko
Yi-Chin Chen
Leonard Guy Clinton IV
Jason Michael Coleman
Brittani Culver
Nathan M. Diamond
Zachary Tyler Dickey
Brian Goodness
William Brandon Graue
Christine Rose Harris
D. Paul Harris
Tuyet-Dung Hoang
Karl Headley Hoffman II
Robert Henry Holzman
Connor Keefe Irvine
Parmanand S. Kabirpanthi
Offochebe Okey Kanu
Isaac Karmon
Daniel Kazzi
Vincent N. Koncul
Joseph M. Lira
Jessica Erin Lynch
Kevin James Lyon
Casey Harrison Macaluso
Emeka Anthony Maduakor
Scott Lewis Mccauley
Gatimbirizo Daniel Mucyo
Annie Thao Nguyen
Aaron Patrick Oatley
Lucas Gbenga Okimi
Akpobome Kevin Okotie
Victoria Uduak Okotie
Travis Lee Pace
Eriu Elizabeth Peters
Christa Jo Prock
Juan Miguel Ramos
Rifat Saeed
Lakshmi Sandeep
Abayomi Olusegun Shobowale
Michael Ryan Slater
Nicholas Anthony Small
Jeremy Thomas
Levi Birkland Tuomala
John William Walters
Jishen Edward Wang
David Nicholas Wiley

Shwetha Bali Yadav
Swathi Bali Yadav
Fei Zhou
Thesis: Ensemble Summarization Models to Leverage Performance on CoronaNet

MAY 2021
Yosef Yilak Woldeamanuel
Xianjun Yao
Austin Carl York
Abdulmuizz Olatunji Yusuf

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
Kalie Jane Brettmann
Marisa Cheng
Peyton Elizabeth Fikac
Alina Yann Lim
Fatemeh Marzban
Mary Elizabeth Walker

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCE EDUCATION
Melanie Appelbaum

FINANCE
Joseph Michael Arwine
Mordcai A. Bediako
Bradem Stephen Black, Jr.
Madison Bowen
Adrienne Marie Carpenter
Christian Thomas Davis
Blake Robert Elfer
Trevin David Harris
Trey Herrera
Jacob Erickson Keith
Madison Ann Marquart
Michael Wade McGinnis
Artem Michailov
Jantzen Donald Michel
Justin David Moore
Charles Donald Neuendorff
Stephanie Pham
Mitchell Sullivan Ryan
Michaela Evin Schneider
Bailey Alan Smith
J. Michael Torres
Jacob Coryn Wray

FOOD SCIENCE
Emily Regina Bechtold
Thesis: Validating the Ability of REIMS to Differentiate Lamb Flavor Performance Based on Consumer Preference

FORENSIC SCIENCE
Jacob Griffin Jahn
Jacqueline Molinar-Miranda
Kirsten RaAnn Nettles
Thesis: Scent in the Chamber: Detection of Volatile Organic Compounds from Firearms

GEOGRAPHY
Alexander Rollins Claman
Isaac Santiago Colmenero
Gregory Edward Ramzinski, Jr.

GEOSCIENCES
Lara Beth Fly
Raven Nikolae Landers
Thesis: Spatial Analysis of Early-Development Spring Water Levels in the Mississippi River Valley Alluvial Aquifer, Mississippi Alluvial Plain, South-Central United States
Colton Jacob Mallett
Thesis: On the Origin and Paleoclimate Implications of Paleoecos from the Blackwater Draw Formation in Bushland Playa Near Amarillo, TX
Chelsi Danielle Miller
Thesis: Porosity Block Mapping of the Lower Permian San Andres Formation, Cochrans and Yoakum Counties, TX
Jack Nichols Rochat
Thesis: Testing Kinematic Models for Ancestral Rocky Mountain Tectonism Using Trishear in the Sacramento Mountains, NM and the Arbuckle-Wichita Mountains, OK
Joshua Sundgren
Thesis: Skull Anatomy and Relationships of *Ingushanosaurus xinwaensis* (Dinosauria: Sauropodomorpha) from the Lower Jurassic Lu Feng Formation of Yunnan Province, China

HORTICULTURE SCIENCE
Derek W. Reed
Thesis: Influence of Growth Regulators and Media on Asexual Propagation of *Lavandula x intermedia*

HOSPITALITY AND RETAIL MANAGEMENT
David Sergio Chapa

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCES
Kathryn Lynn Cude
Karen Gabriela Esteves
Bethany Joy Phelps
Thesis: Quality of Sibling Relationships and Preschooler’s Emotion Regulation
Dane Rivas-Koehr
Thesis: Doing What You Say and Saying What You Do: An Investigation of Parental Gender Beliefs, Gender Socialization Beliefs, and Sources of Gender Information
Matthew Mark Rivas-Koehr
Thesis: Top, Bottom, Vers? Sexual Satisfaction and Masculine Conformity as Corelates Queer Men’s Use of Sexual Positional Identities
Madison Kathleen Trotter
Thesis: Parents Still Matter: Examining Mediators and Confirming Intergenerational Transmission of Empathy During Children’s Adolescent Years

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Zachary Wayne Adams
Nokuthula Nonlanhla Dlamini
Michael John Fallone, Jr.
Ciara Louise Galindo
Charles Everett Halliburton
Takieddine Hedellizi
Bienvenue Loubabi Kouanga
Zechariah McPearson
Diego Alejandro Ortiz Hernandez
Peter Hilary Poku
Amy Christine Prause
Carmichael Wayne Wiley
Teressa L. Yelvington

KINESIOLOGY
Kelsea Ellis Blackstock
Christopher Briones
Sarah Brooks
Cayla Evelyn Clark
Thesis: Effect of Fractionized Exercise on Nighttime Central Blood Pressure, Cognitive Function, and Cerebral Tissue Oxygenation Under Conditions of Normal and Long Sleep Duration
Tristen Don Hefner
Sara Nicolle Limp
Austin Joseph Luna
Arsalan Moinuddin
Kira Nicole Ramsey
Marina Rose Rappa
Christian Rodriguez
Melvin Ariel T. Sangalang
Danielle Shari Steel
Bradley Wade Vincent
Logan Andrew Williams

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
Jean Joseph Benny
Ashok Jami

MARKETING RESEARCH AND ANALYTICS
Adam Patrick Annarino
Eric Jordan Bell
Ryan Davidson Jeffrey
Victoria Marie Kleffner
Kaitlin Potter McKenna
Andrea Rankine
Lane Hoeller

MATHEMATICS
Mohammad Mihrab Uddin Chowdhury
Himali Dilrukshani Don Gammanpila
Kyle Singh Greywall
Alexis Gomez Hardesty
Ibrahim Olanrewaju Lawal
Chuan Liang
Ali Samadian
NUTRITION AND DIETETICS
Kimberly S. Brown
Henley Lamar Davis
Ashlan Danielle Farmer
Mara Olivia Fiorio
Jennifer Renee Fletcher
Kennedy Richard Harris
Nicole Hiroko Ishii
Jennifer Ann Lofy
Clare L. Louden
Taylor Lauren Maggio
Lindsay Ellen Opie
Michelle Amalia Ronquillo
Jacie Lauren Slocum
Nichole Laura Stahle
McKenna Hope Watkins
Bennington Patrick Wentworth

NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Afrina Hossain Rimu
Thesis: Egg Consumption and its Relationship to Cognitive Functions and Neural Development in At-Risk Adolescents with Food Insecurity

PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING
Danielle Marie Adams
Renee Jessica Alphonso
Kyle Thomas Atkinson
Ezra Auerbach
Xexilia Elissa Barajas
Katie L. Bishop
Boakye-Yam Boadi
Crystal Borhani
Matthew Cole Cecil
Lauren Chandler
John Robert Civardi
Lindsey Cole
Domenick Coro
Brook Audrey Dixon
Stella Lane Doyle
Kyle Eakin
Parker Hanna Eaton
Clay Crafton Elliott
Amanda Elaine Facher
Nidia Flores
Katrina Francis
Valerie Marie Franco
Katherine Gallemore
Deepak Gangera Ashoka
DeAndre John Geels
Dallas Anne Goldammer
Jared J. Haberman
Brady Paul Harris
Daniel Hartland
Nancy Maria Hernandez
Yixuan Jing
Curtis Gregory Laub
Jessie Elizabeth Martens
Baraka Murimi
Valentene Lynn Murphy
Jackson Lee Nail
Shobha Ajayappa Nandigavi
Katherine Nash

Ichchha Pandey
Colleen L. Peterson
William Douglas Powell
Joshua Restivo
Kevin Atiim Roberson
Jeffery Ryan Rumfield
Aaron Patrick Sanchez
Steel Sellers
Tapiwa Blessing Sigauke
Morgan Douglas Smith
William Patrick Smith
Kimberly S. Sterling
John Evan Uhl
Sreedhara Vattikuti
Todd Frederick Wakefield
Benjamin Joses Williams
Honesto Cabug Yumul
R. Eric Zepeda

PHYSICS
Zachary Cardenas
Michael Andrew Herkommer
Thesis: Educational Augmented Reality: Interactive Magnetic Field Visualization
Zian Jin
Connor Jude McNamara
Thesis: A Simulation Study of Tidal Effects on the Orbits of N-Body Systems

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE
Spencer Glen Cox
Sarah Elizabeth Dodd
Delaney Caitlin Foster
Thesis: Crop Response, Weed Management Systems, and Tank Mix Partners with Isoxaflutole in HPPD Tolerant Cotton
Taylor James Hyde
Emma Jo Schmidt
Thesis: Pairing Sequential Extractions and X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy to Analyze Potassium Fixation in Agricultural Soils
Mary Elizabeth Staublin

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Anyssa Montez Barbosa
Allison Elizabeth Bloss
Haley Renee Bruedigam
Michelle Cathryn Detwiler
Matthew Raymond England
Chloe Brook Killebrew
Christopher Anthony Lich
Arif Ljuso
James Joseph Overbaugh
Timon Denson Thomas

STATISTICS
Md Sakhawat Hossain
Sangam Pangeni
Charu Sameera Devindi Rajapaksha
Pathiramage Dona
Jennifer Dana Wang
Thesis: A Comparison of Computation Time for Sequential Normal Scores with Other Nonparametric Statistical Process Control Methods

WILDLIFE, AQUATIC, AND WILDLANDS SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT
Natalia Piper Hamilton
Thesis: The Effects of Grass Invasion and Fire Severity on Acacia koa Regeneration
Derek Robert Malone
Thesis: Avian and Vegetation Community Response to Coastal Prairie Restoration
Kelton Wesley Mote
Thesis: Effects of Predator Reduction on Northern Bobwhite Nest Success and Chick Survival in the Rolling Plains of Texas

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Kollin Alexander Abbe
Austin Ainsworth
Trevor James Albert
Connor Arnold
Patricia Magdalena Azua
Korbin Drew Beierschmitt
Shiloh Aaron Bellinghausen
Ashley Nicole Bender
Christopher Bibanco
Jasmine Cantu
Madyson Rose Chapa
Kristian Crona
Mark Dcunha
Matthew David Dempsey
Madison Emswiler
Daniel James Garnett
Clarissa Ann Gonzales
Griselda R. Gonzalez
Troy Mathis Harris
Megan Elizabeth Hasle
Colin Clay Helms
Kayley Parke Hernandez
Hannah Elizabeth Hodnett
Jason Chennithala Jacob
Trevor Donald Jenner
Jonathan Andrew Jones
Alex Jouganatos
Markee Ann Kessell
Amy Lea Lozoya
Seyedeh Mahsa Mahdavifar
Natasha Marie Marsh
Campbell Richard Mason
Ethan Daniel McGee
Jonni McKelvey
Zachary Bradford Meyers
Kade Mohr
Laura Montoya
Alyson Victoria Moran
Jaiden Leigh Nesbit
Emma Parmer
Christopher Patterson
Jackson Perez Powell
Madeline Mowbray Richardson
Tatum Claire Richey
Brooke Marie Rodriguez
Johnathan Barry Rogers
Emilee Renea Roth
Haley Savage
Preston Schilling
Jaclyn Taylor Scott
Melvin James Scurry II
Tanner Sims
Jacob Lee Yandell

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
James Christopher Cook
John Berry Cox
Woojoon Kim
Dalton Montana May
Kyle Andrew Pinder
Varun Sanjay Potdar
Juan Reimondo Camblor
Ankit Pradip Rewanwar
Carsen Roach
Justin Jerome Rosenthal
Nikita Kapes
Dhruv Patel
Phoenix Lee
Carter Poteet

Thesis: Data Engineering Application to Develop a Comprehensive Hydro-Climatological Database in the High Plains Region
Anna Rae Kallergis
Saravanavan Kanagaratnam
Dominique Edwige Lorng
Poorva Malik
Perkila Akelo Okayo
Dhamini Reddy
Weston Alexander Rothe
Eva Mauri Schexnider
Jonathan Lee Shih

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Saul Byers
Jonathan Josiah Forbes
Nathaniel Christian Fryar
Thesis: 1.4 MV Open Air Marx Generator for the Study of Lighting Attachment
Manas Sai Charan Gangavamsam
Chi-hsuan Hsu
Manvitha Karre
William James Milestone
Thesis: Monte Carlo Analysis of Carrier Dynamics in GaN Photoductive Switches for Pulses in the 100 GHz Range
Victoria A. O’Brien
Sagar Paneru
John Edward Salazar Duque, Sr.
Cheryl Ann Stellman
Thesis: Robustness Evaluation of SiC MOSFETs
Braydon Lee Westmoreland
Thesis: Novel Control Methods for Intelligent Power Semiconductor Modules
Yi Yi, Sr.

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Bharatsai Alla
Nelson Chizi Amadi
Arjun Chikmagalur Nagesh
Tanmay Prashant Chopde
Swastik Gokhale
Venkatakrishnan Hariharan
Sagar Manish Kumar Jain
Sathi Reddy Karri
Sarwar Mohammed Khan
Pramod Dinesh Lasiyal
Parth Ashokkumar Mendpara
Nirmal Aditya Priyan Murugesu
Oluwatosin Ayodeji Opafunso
Yash Hemraj Patil, Jr.
Mayur Vijay Peshkar
Sanjay Rangarajan
Aviraj Vishwasrao Sawant
Raj Umakant Sawant Amonkar
Elvin Mathew Sebastian
Karan Sunil Shah
Deepal Rajendra Udeshi

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Adrienne Mari Almodova
Juan Fernando Baus Dobronsky
Thesis: Optimization-Based Subject-Specific Planar Human Vertical Jumping Prediction and Validation
Jacob Paul Burns
Benjamin Thomas Danksreiter
Thesis: Computational Study on Dynamic Surface Contact Behavior of DLC Doped with Hydrogen
Robin Madison Davies
Bo Liu
Abdullah Al Masud
Brian Mitchell Pearson
Nicholas Shane Podany
Abhishek Joseph Rocque
Jacey Lauryn Ross
Melvin Augustus Summersville, Jr.

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
Mahmoud Al Makhzoom
Jason Ryan Belleville
Kodjo Opoku Botchway
Edwyn Soummanhoum Bougre
Gulbanu Darbeyeva
Anas Mohammed

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Ayodeji Olutosin Ejiaje
Nathan Stoddard
Thesis: xBGAS-Enabled Memory Centric Architecture for High Performance Computing

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS AND ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Connor Alexander Gates
Shivam Subhashchandra Gupta
Nnadi E. Osuzoka
Charles Allen Paulson
Peter William Roser
Febin Sunny Thomas
Riley Patrick Wilson

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Kloey Nicole Baca
Carly Jo Tremewan
Dominic Harold Van Houtven
The bachelor's degree represents completion of a four-year course of college-level study and is the oldest academic degree awarded by American institutions of higher learning.

Graduation with Honors is a distinction that is noted on diplomas and transcripts and receives special recognition at graduation ceremonies. Undergraduates who complete their work with a cumulative grade point average of 3.9 or above are graduated Summa Cum Laude; 3.7 to 3.89, Magna Cum Laude; 3.5 to 3.69, Cum Laude. Those who graduate from the Honors College after acquiring 24 Honors credit hours graduate "with Honors." Those who also complete an Honors thesis or project consisting of six additional hours graduate "With Highest Honors."
Jansen Christopher Ivie
Ben Edwin Ivey IV
Robert Lukken Hrncir
Isaac David Hill
Pierce Glenn Harper
Inez Michelle Guevara-Gonzalez
Joale Hunter Groote
Bryce Dolyn Gartman
Sarah Aline Fonville
Martha Anne DeLuzio
Nicolle De Filippo
Stetsen Mitchell Coffman
Sarah Kathleen O’Briant
Ailette Morales
Matthew Arnett Logan
Phu Tien Dinh
Trevor Dillon Young
Ryan Ricco Ray Tarango
Ryan Thomas Langley
Cari A’Lacia Williams
Hayden Tyler Vanskike
Justin Joseph Steinbeiser
Katie Michelle Roberson
Breanna Leigh Kocian
Megan Curtice King
Shelton Paul Hohensee
Kimberly Denisse Bonilla Ventura
Savana Wheatley Ware
Caleb Ray Stricklin
Savanah McMillon
Maegan Kay Lambright
Ximena Chávez Reyes
Karly Cadenhead
Liana A. Wottrich
Georgia K. Thomas
Alec J. Sweeting
Clayton M. Taylor
Morgan Elizabeth Winnett

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE

Maricela Arce
Zachary Jose Bray
Bradley Thomas Dixon
Stanton Ranger Donnell
Gage Riley Gildewell
Thomas Edward Halfmann
Barbara Elaine Hatcher
Alexandra Mary Lee
Tyler Jordan Lowry
Thomas Liam McPherson
Kamron LeNewberry
Michael D Rowlett
JoScott Scott Savage
Jessica Nicole Senn
Madeleine Claire Slmp
Maxwell Edward Smith
Kimberly LePorti Strack
Savannah Wheatley Ware
Zachary Daniel Young

BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

John William Barrington
Kimbry Denise Bonilla Ventura
Shelton Paul Hohensee
Megan Curtice King
Breanna Leigh Kocian
Katie Michelle Roberson
Justin Joseph Steinbeiser
Hayden Tyler Vansikke
Cari A’Lacia Williams
Olivia Paige Williams

BACHELOR OF ARTS

ANTHROPOLOGY

Sabrina Dorothy Boyd
Karly Cadenhead
Ximena Chavez Reyes
2nd Degree: Advertising
Madison Sydney Hanson
Maegan Kay Lambright
Emily Ann Lewellen
Ashlyn Celeste McMillion
Mattie Taeler Sisk
2nd Major: History
Peyton Nicolette Velasquez

BIOCHEMISTRY

Ameer Shahan Ahmed
Garrett Simon Cleavall
Kaylee Dawn Morren
George Chinhaka Nwosu

NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Stetsen Mitchell Coffman
Ashley Nicole Cook
Nicole De Filippo
Martha Anne DeLuzio
Sarah Alaine Fonville
Bryce Dylon Gartman
Joale Hunter Groote
Inez Michelle Guevara-Gonzalez
Pierce Glenn Harper
Isaac David Hill
Robert Lukken Hmcir
Ben Edwin Ivey IV
Jansen Christopher Ivie
Shane Garrett Jacob
Preston Mack Johnson
Amina Karymsakova
Pierce Austin Lancaster
Blake Hampton Lawson
Catherine Virginia Lechner
Johnathon Davis Marsh
Brice N. Martin
Rand Isaac Martin
Matthew Peter Milliner
Travis Lee Mooney
Jorge Alejandro Ochoa Gonzalez
Ariana Adela Rivera
Jared Morton Smith
Lauren Elizabeth Hanna Soliz
Matthew Charles Sost
Trevor Austin Sullivan
Dawson Dale Westurn
Morgan Elizabeth Winnett

BACHELOR OF ARTS

ARCHITECTURE

John William Barrington
Kimbry Denise Bonilla Ventura
Shelton Paul Hohensee
Megan Curtice King
Breanna Leigh Kocian
Katie Michelle Roberson
Justin Joseph Steinbeiser
Hayden Tyler Vansikke
Cari A’Lacia Williams
Olivia Paige Williams

BACHELOR OF ARTS

ANTHROPOLOGY

Sabrina Dorothy Boyd
Karly Cadenhead
Ximena Chavez Reyes
2nd Degree: Advertising
Madison Sydney Hanson
Maegan Kay Lambright
Emily Ann Lewellen
Ashlyn Celeste McMillion
Mattie Taeler Sisk
2nd Major: History
Peyton Nicolette Velasquez

BIOCHEMISTRY

Ameer Shahan Ahmed
Garrett Simon Cleavall
Kaylee Dawn Morren
George Chinhaka Nwosu
CHEMISTRY
Josue Alfonso Del Castillo
Christine Rose Lachica

ECONOMICS
Brock Thomas Catchpool
Devin Kerman Cook
Kathryn Louise Esperanza
William Brian Eshleman
Colin William Frame
Christian Joiner Gilder
Temirlan Kozhakhmetov
Brock Anthony Lahey
Samantha Terra Licon
Blaine Patrick Lindley
Brady Alan Lyon
Kevin Glenn Mangus
Jack Palmer Martin
Xavier Joel Martin
Stephanie Monique Martinez
Joshua Alexander Mccll
Luis Maximilian Meade
2nd Degree: Public Relations
Stephen James Mendoza
Jackson Robert Neil
Peter Chau Nguyen
Travis Briley Raymond
William Wyatt Rodenbeck
Brett M. Rogan
Mark Kristopher Ruiz
Jean-Paul Nabil Saliba
Manuel Sanchez, Jr.
Anthony David Schulke
Steven Spencer
Jonathan Matthew Spurgin
Dalton Thomas Wieck
2nd Major: Political Science
Maxwell Chase Wilder
Allen Townsend Wimnill

ENGLISH
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Xing Aldridge
John Mckenan Bundy
Zachery Isaiah Farias
Brianna Garner
Briana C. Glover
Madelyn Grace Gunnels
Kasey Elizabeth Hahn
2nd Major: Languages and Cultures
Blake Aaron Jones
Caleb Alexander Morris
Farhiyo Harun Mukoma
Samantha Lee Parker
Gabrielle Renee’ Perales
Christopher Jonath Portillo
2nd Major: Political Science
Breanna Kay Roebuck
Hannah Joy Russell
Maren Joann Smith
Saidi Lorena Soliz
Anna Dee Stewert-Wilcox
Coleman Douglas Taylor
Payton Michael Walhof
Christopher Kent Woller

GEOGRAPHY
Jonathan M. Esquivel
Hunter Grady Johnson
Hannah Lynn Trickett

GEOSCIENCES
Cameron Dellan Fleming
Julio Elios de Sousa Gomes

GLOBAL STUDIES
Diana Adi
2nd Major: Political Science
Austin S. Djafar-Zade
2nd Major: Political Science
Dalia Guadalupe Guerrero Villalobos
Alice Vuyukseune Innocent
Esoa Tomi Iredia
Igor Kanashiro Balota
2nd Degree: Communication Studies
Sheerine Chloé Z. Karamzadeh-Rahimi
2nd Major: Political Science
Taylor Jean Keeler
2nd Major: Political Science; 3rd Major: Sociology
Matthew Peter Knight
Selma Nicole Lara
2nd Degree: Marketing
Soﬁa Belle Miller
Conner Joseph Sahm
2nd Major: Languages and Cultures
Camille Ann Vaclavik
Halee N. Vaughan
2nd Major: Political Science

HISTORY
Alexander N. E. Antoniou
2nd Major: Political Science
Caleb Andru Armendariz
Jacob M. Bartoszek
Yazarei Yaralez Bazaldua
2nd Major: Spanish
Aiden Killian Beckert
Shannon Marie Callen
Garrett Michael Casey
Jacob Garcia
Antonio Gonzalez
Megan Marie Gresham
2nd Major: Political Science
Connor Jacob Cherry
Montana Leigh Chandler
Briana Miranda Casillas
William Colin Edwards
Bethany R. Deluna
Caroline Evelyn Crounse
Drew Tyler Connolly
Antigone Midori Avalos-Gonzales
Jessica N. Arvizu-Mesta
Amanda Michelle Arrington
Bryce David Pilawski
Stanley Matoke Otwori
Austin Michael Mead
Brittani Nichole McDonald
Hunter René Heck
Benjamin Matthew Hansen
Briecker Mary McEwen
Paul R. Mcdonald
Jeffrey T. Morton
Gabiela Mari Nunez
Payton Wade Redman
Benito Reyes
David Reyes
Michael Trace Richardson
Hayden Grace Sanders
Jonathan Sarmiento
Emma Rae Sharp
Caroline R. Sheehan
Mabel Ayobami Kehinde Sodeinde
Grace Katherine Stark
Mabel Ayobami Kehinde Sodeinde
2nd Major: Political Science
Grace Katherine Stark
2nd Degree: Public Relations
Sean Reed Valverde
Lindsey N. Van Horn
Katherine Brooke Vierreg
Peyton Mitchell Wakefeld
2nd Major: Political Science
Brendan Christopher Walston
Hailey Sue Wilson

LANGUAGES AND CULTURES
Lauren Michelle Brewer
Spencer Cole Diem
Marissa Rose Dolle
Scott Ryan Ferguson
Jacob Michael Gilmore
Mason Reid Leachman
2nd Degree: Public Relations
Evelyn Marlo Mccune
Mary E Turner
Sara Elizabeth Von Readen

MATHEMATICS
Charles T. Allen
Clara Michelle Baker
Curtis Patrick Cross
Alexis Isai Gonzalez
Colton Ryuu Sadler
Kaleb E Sanders
Cassidy Rae Smith

PHILOSOPHY
Aaron Robert Guerrero
Benjamin Matthew Hansen
Hunter René Heck
2nd Major: Spanish
Brittani Nichole McDonald
2nd Major: Psychology
Austin Michael Mead
Stanley Matoke Otowori
Bryce David Pilawski

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Amanda Michelle Arrington
Laurence James Arroyo
Jessica N. Arvizu-Mesta
Antigone Midori Avalos-Gonzales
Adela Linnette Balderas
Carisa Gayle Baloms
Richard Andrew Bennett
Elizabeth Anne Black
Uriah Eliax BLu
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

Jacob Thomas Brick
Valerie Renee Campos
Macguire Charles Compton
William Harold Anthony Crews
Carlton Theodore Crowe IV
Kevin Brian Daldí
Tanner Robert Daniels
Alyssa K. Davis
Ashley Nicole Dickerson
Latayla Shavonda Drake
Connor Reese Farrington
Emily Renee Flores
Greyson Matthew Gilliam
Brittany Annette Graham
Tarah Lizabeth Hill
Nicholas Malik Hines
Zuanny Susana Ibarque-Londono
Kimberly L. Jones
Hunter Evan Kowalik
Jason Lee Land
Katalin Santhal Lendvai
Sydney H. Lowther
Jessie Antel Lozano
William Thomas Magee V
Naomi Abigail Marin
Erica Kathryn Martinez
Reagan Chase Martinez
Macy Michelle Massey
Salma Alondra Mendez
William Riley Nester
Nicholas Alexander Noble
Hallie A. Oden
Claudia Isabel Perez
Eliaanna L. Rio
Sarah Elizabeth Robertson
Turner John Routh
Dakota James Sall
Ariel Vidouria Sandoval
Brandon Michael Smith
Joshua Scott Stevens
Karim Sameh Tadrous
Rodricka W. Taylor
Abby Gayle Tharp
Victoria Sharon Chidimma Ukoh
E’noch William
Ian Alexander Winslow
Kaylah Lindsey Bruner
Harley Anne Canales
Mackenzie Lee Anna Cardenas
Danniela C. Cariaga
Jennifer Rose Carrasco
Katherine West Cary
Sydney Layne Casebolt
2nd Major: Sociology
Aylin Janeth Castillo-Flores
Emily Ann Chavez
Kierra Lovelle Cheatham
Chidimma Frances Chukwujekwu
Keila J. Clarke
Carly Marie Cockrum
Krysten A Collins
2nd Major: Sociology
Victoria Lauren Corral
Camryn R. Crawford
Ivonne Davila
Kimberly Elane Davis
Jessica Lynn Day
Melissa Anne Deckert
Lindsay T. Devoney
Gabriela Patricia Diaz
Julia Rose Diaz
Christina Thao Dinh
Emily Rose Dixon
Kayla Amber Dominguez
Lyndsy L. Donnell
Jordan Lilly Dula
Marissa Janelle Edwards
Camille Lynne Elliott
Griffin Kate Evans
Christian Robin Esguerra Fernandez
Mary Grace Festa
Elizabeth Valentina Flores
Domingo Victor Flores IV
Leah Nicole Fontenot
Gabriella Esperanza Galindo
Moni Anup Gandhi
Tanner Ashlyn Gibson
Emily Ann Gloya
Maya Millennials Gomez
Mirandna A. Gonzales
Camille Blaire Gonzalez
Dania Gonzalez
Sasha Gabriela Gonzalez
Jared Benjamin Griffith
2nd Major: Sociology
Valeria Guindique
Olivia R. Haaraal
Cailyn Nicole Hale
2nd Major: Sociology
Holland Elizabeth Hardaway
Abisnuomaoluwa Harris
Savannah Elise Harris
Kenley Ashton Hawkins
Emma Shao Zhen Headley
Daniel John Hernandez
Laursyn Leigh Hill
Victoria G. Howard
Cameron Jewel Hueber
Jordan Lee Hughes
Brooke Nicole Johnson
Darryl Johnson
Ryan Eric Karpe
Glenda Lee Key
2nd Degree: Nutrition
Zoie Mexia Key
Julia Elizabeth Kuper
Ariel Trinity Lassa
2nd Major: Sociology
Jordan Anne Lawrence
Aundrea Vira Lawson
Jessica Lynn Lawson
Channing Alejandro Leija
Krystiana Clara Leivas
Kyle Walker Leonard
Brittany Nicole Leva
Maria Anastacia Long
Eymi Bright Lopez
Jaime Salvador Lopez
Mariah Nicole Lopez
Kaevyn Lei Maple
2nd Major: Global Studies
Caitlin Alise Marks
2nd Major: Spanish
Katelynn Marie Martinez
Kaley Brooke McCormick
Allie Hames Mcilvaine
Kinley Aileen McPaul
Victoria Danielle Medrano
Caroline Mathisen Meeker
Alejandro Melendez
Courtney Erin Mendez
Destini Marie Mercado
Emily Christine Milstead
Cassidy Lynn Monska
Kier Joshua Arana Monteverde
2nd Major: Spanish
Briella Iris Morales
Samantha Hinojoza Munoz
Kathleen Erin Murphy
Theodor James Napp
Madison Victoria Nedderman
Danielle Alexandra Nesbitt
Kayla Saya Nicholas
Carri Lee Nichols
Adrianna Louise O’Brien
Macy Camille Padilla
Joseph Zacharias Partin
Matthew Joseph Pelletier
Brelyn Brooke Perez
Denise Polanco
Danna Posada
Sydney Ariana Powell
Lauren Evelyn Prince
Brianne L. Puckel
Adelina Isabel Quintana
Corey Alan Rackler
Sebastian Jacob Ramirez
Alexis Nicole Ramos
Steven K. Reynolds
Lauren Simone Richardson
Lauren Elise Robson
Alondra Gabrielle Rocha-Gomez
Robyn Michelle Rodriguez
Cydney C. Rose
Hannah Elizabeth Royar
Hannah Elizabeth Rundell
Arianna Krystal Salas
Kathy Misselli Sanchez
Cameron Ronald Ray Sanders
Mackenzie Hope Schmidt
Emily Paula Schoener
Travis Lee Scott
Taylor R. Seyl
Jason Banner Sharp
Jamie Karen Simmons
2nd Major: Social Work
Erin Porsche Smith
Kendal Kay Snuggs

PSYCHOLOGY

Alexia Gabrielle Aguine
Iliana Ahmed
Taylor Katherine Alley
George Cormac Altman
Kourtney Breanne Amundson
Abigail Folasade Asaju
Maria Jae Axelrad
Chidera O. Azubike
Aubrey Samantha Azzinaro
Sienna Roya Bajmanlou
K’lynn Rachelle Barber
Ashlyn Mae Bateman
Robert Bradley Baunach
Avery Nicole Bentancourt
David Shane Berry
Kayley Noelle Blossom
Ashli Morgan Bock
Mikayla Sheree Boley
Natalie Caroline Boudewijn
Maritta Brady
Anne Christine Brandt
Grace M. Breuer
Kimberly Mae Brown

1*Summa Cum Laude  2*Magna Cum Laude  3*Cum Laude  4*With Honors  5*With Highest Honors
SPANISH
Zoe Katherine Burgett⁰
Emerson Dylan Clark
Elisabeth Alice Harmon
Mallory Brooke Jenkins⁴
Rachel Marie Lahovetz⁴
Mackenzie Ann Lewis
Tyler Elliott Mullin⁴
Karrie Allison Oliver⁴
Marlene Lechuga Ornelas
Ethan Adrian Salazar Marquez
Katie Elizabeth Thompson⁴
2nd Degree: Music
Jaden Brent Woods³
Jackson Matthew Wymer

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION
Caleb Ross Bradford
Allison Rose Krebbs³
Danielle R. Lopez

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES
Oluwafemi Abraham Adeyemo
Alejandro Edward Alono
Tristan Anthony Alonso
Megan Nicole Attaway⁴
Robert John Atterberry
Patricia Jewell Ballard
Christian Ryan Baskin
Brynn Claryce Bednarz
Ainslee Bowers
Alexandra Nicole Castillo³
Emberleigh Carolyn Cecil
Jacob Michael Coker
Lana Jo Cornish
Rui Carlos De Sa Correia
Kirsten Leigh Cozart⁴
William Patrick Derrick⁴
Benjamin Howard Douglass³
Kelly Michelle Duddington
Grayson Field Edwards³
Michelle Lynne Eiland
Jean A. Escalante
Brenna Sue Franks
Leslie Vivian Garmen
Ernestina Garcia
Emily Ross Graf
Dalila Guadalupe Guerrero Villalobos³
Marisa Alison Gunstanson
Elizabeth Louise Hamby
Blaine Aldan Harwell⁴
Hunter Scott Herbelin
Stephen Joseph Herrera
Sara Alibar Ibrahim
Jordan Lawrence Jackson
Trevor Michael James³
Garrett Tanner Key
Hunter Evan Kowalik⁴
James Winston Krause II
Holly A. Landise
Kandise Loving³
Emily Caroline Lowke²
Tanuj Mahendru⁴
Dalila Renee Manjarrez
Karla Joami Mata
Johnathan Robert Mathes²
Chelce Montgomery
Kayla Marie Moore
Zachary Thomas Nichols
Hannah Nicole Nicks

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

SOCIAL WORK
Selena Castillo
Gursimran Singh Dhesi
Amanda Tiffany Faulkner
Kammie Ruth Guest
Heather Hope Hamill
Mario Daniel Olivares
Murfi Meaghan Pergrem¹⁴
Kathryn Paige Riggins
Kimberly Rodriguez²⁴
Christina Ann Trevino
Melisandra Brienne Vega

SOCIOLOGY
Emily Diana Best
Olivia Renee Borman
Rhett Tillman Buckley
Elizabeth Jean Campbell⁴
Jake Charles Crawford
Abby Marie Del Toro
Samantha Escalon⁴
Courtney Chase Ford
Jennifer Fuentes³
Michelle Ghasan Ghazawi³
Robert Maximilian Graham
Cameron Taylor Greer
Amber Lynn Guel
Camryn Michelle Herrel
Luke Brian Johnson
Sara Rose Keaton
Lauren Elizabeth Lindsay
Braylee Sage Lozano
Jazmyn Lee Martinez²
2nd Major: Spanish
Sarah Elizabeth McClure³
Veronica Mendez⁴
Brianna Mendoza
Paris Nicole Miller
Matthew Daniel Muñoz
Gabriel A. Natera
Haley Diane Parker
Raul Perez
Ellis Scott Pierce
Stephen M. Saldivar³
Dakoda Ryan Scott
Patricia Marie Skinner
Cameron Lynn Smith
Hayle Grace Steele
Trenton Watts³
Duston Cheyenne Nixon
René Leonardo Novoa
Adaku T. Otuonye
Maka Phillipal Ochuko Oviri
Dylan Scott Parker
Radha S. Patel¹⁴
Cassandra Rae Perez
Elizabeth Oleta Peters³
Dylan Przvoll
Andrew Trey Roberts
Jason Kelley Roberts³
Gabrielle Celeste Rosales
Mackenzie J. Rosales
Seth Antonio Ruiz
Laekin Danielle Sanders
Zackery Blake Sanders
Joshua Angel Schanen
Joy L. Shilo
Christopher Gregory Smith
Kylie Marie Smith³
Kylie Rose Stephens
Kaitlyn Rianne Swecker²⁴
Brennan Wayne Thomasson
Cheryl-Rose Anne Tice³
Rose Marie Torres⁴
Bryan Daniel Vasquez Barrera
Maria Alejandra Verdooren Valencia
Courtney Lee Weems
E’noch William²⁴
Marchele Juanita Williams
Cory Paul Woodhouse³
Lauryn Lynn Woods
Ryan Paul Zachrich

BACHELOR OF MEDICINE

BIOCHEMISTRY
Andrea Daniela Aguirre¹⁴
Paola Barajas
Courtney Reann Bargmann
Elisabeth Ashley Bengtson²
Lindsey Ellen Bishop³
Jennifer Michelle Bonilla-Huitz
Holley Paige Browning³
Eric Stanton Bui³
Cassidy Reagan Coker²⁴
Rachel Celeste Diaz²
Elijah Larenz Gallegos
Reynaldo Jose Garcia³
Macy Analisa Haight³
Elisabeth Alice Harmon
Benjamin Thompson Harrington³
Ashley Bryanne Hiett
Joatham Koneri²⁴
Catherine Anne Limboy
2nd Major: Cell and Molecular Biology
Andy Lopez
Irin Rachel Luke¹
Amir Satish Madhu
Maverick Gretz Doctolero Marpa³
Marie Victoria Mattern
Rodney Ewan Nga³
Sagar Ashokkumar Patel³
Laurreta Anne L. H. Pierre
Carver Andrew Rasberry
Alyssa Marie Rivas
Paola Rivera
Kaylie Paige Sallee³
Leann Renee Sandrige¹⁴
Layam Hamed Shabaneh¹⁴
Logan Christopher Smoot¹⁴
Cameron James Studzinski²
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

Sadie Jo Sudduth¹,³
Sydney Ann Sudduth¹,³
Courtland Scott Vance⁴
Coltny Michael Wagonor¹,³

BIOLOGY
Shirish Acharya
Oromidoyo Oluwafumilayo Akinnagbe
Katelyn Michelle Albrecht⁴
Kort Austin Alexander¹,³
Dreyaun Michael Avizenis³,⁴
Michael Alexander Azatian³,⁴
Giovanna Valeria Bailon Tutiven
Candice Louann Bateman
Mark Andrade Bazemore¹
Ariel Lezameta Bellatin
Barrett Andrew Bosler
Davis Owen Brunson
Reagan Elizabeth Burchett
Sabrina Isabel Campos³
Savanna Veronique Campos
Jocelyne Cardenas
DeAnna Marie Castillo
Alexander David Chauvin
Alondra Chavez
Jadyn Noel Cisneros
Alexis Viana Contreras
Jonathan Allen Corley⁴
Jacob Elliasayo Cortez
Schela Rene Corjuº
Emily Ann Deruyter
Meagan C. Dodson
Meredith Lee Dominick
James Richard Driscoll⁴
Nathan Lee Dubois³
Chantel Paige Dougher⁴
Allison Nicole Eade
Talen Z. Erwin³
Seena Lorbani Fiourzabakt¹,³
McKenzie De'Ann Ford³
Jaycie Brianne Fortune³
Creighton Windel Galven³
Matthew Aaron Garcia Reyes
Mason T. Gatlín
Jesse Aaron Graham³
KAYLA MICHLE GRANT
Hayley Marie Gray
Shila Ann Hamilton
Valerie Alleen Hernandez¹,³
Jake Gunner Herrin²
Blake E. Herring
Landon C. Hofmann³
Ryan Avery Huber
Adanaya Chinyere Ihediviaba³
Cheyenne Lynn Ivey²
Hannah Rachael Jackson¹,³
Samuel Longley Jackson¹
Kasen Parker Jessing
Connor Jefferson Jordan³
Kaylie Natalia Killian
Kimlee Sage Kloiber
Madison Marie Kranz²,³
Eboni Nicole Lewis
Wendi Liu³
Bryan Ribeiro Loeffer
Hailey Renee Luckie
Vanessa Martinez
Erin Elise McMurrick
Jackelyn Mendoza³
McKell Rhylee Meneses
Hector Javier Moreno, Jr.

Stephanie Monique Moreno
Oyinkansola Mudasiru²
Linh Gia Ngo
Kate Carolyn O’Malley³
Sydney M. Pavlishuk
Jaedon Keith Payne
Maegann Ashlee Porter
Trevor Alan Poulson
Fanny Truong Quach³
Maya Paresh Raja³
Reenie Sarah Regi
Noah Anthony Reyes¹,³
David Gerardo Rios
Karleigh Rae Rivas
Jenessa Raven Rivera
Baylee Shianne Roberts³
Lexi Nicole Rodriguez
Ryan Christian Rooslet
Ashley Renee Roy
Jazmine Jay Salazar
Ethan Adrian Salazar Marquez³
Sara Salcedo
Dzmitry Savitski¹,³
Emma Jo Simmons
Michael Brent Snider Il¹
Kandice Shannell Springer
Anna Michelle Steinhouse
Jarrett Edward Stone
Joshua Lee Svacek¹
Tanea Renea Thomas
Jonathan Samuel Varghese
Bryan Dariel Vasquez Barrera
Paula Maria Vasquez Victoria
Jose Luis Villeda⁴
Camie Ann Walsh
McKenna Ryan Whaley¹
Hunter Allen Wright²
Thomas Blaze Yeater¹⁴
Javier Zambrano-Cardoso²

CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Georgia Rae Joann Atkins¹
Caleb Oliver Bedsel³
Daniel Hunter Conn⁴
Amelia Ann Gillespie¹,³
Matthew Gustavo Guerra³
Joe Ryan Logou
Roberto Mendóza³
Abigail Mackenzie Newton¹⁴
Karrie Allison Oliver¹,³
Radha S Patel³
Ashley Josette Selman³,⁴
Erik Porsche Smith³
Kyle A. Tengler³
Jeff Jacob Thomas¹,³
Nicholas A Vojtikofsky¹,³
Nicholas Matthew Wagner¹
Joel Adrian Zapata¹

CHEMISTRY
Rebecca Jane Andrews
Stephanie Bliznak
Kindall Ellen Brijalba²
Misty Lanae Campbell
Triston Samuel Cessac
Christopher Diaz
Robert Allen Geron³
Hannah Brooke Gorczyca
Kitiara Elizabeth Arlyn Griffin
Aldo Raul Hernandez³
Grace Nicole Kerr³
Febronia Gorges Khalil³

Miranda Jocelyn Lozoya
Colton Russell McBabb³,⁵
Ogum Lydia Ndame
2nd Degree: Industrial Engineering
Duncan Kenneth Nefstead³
Jacob Wayne Pittman¹
Shylynne Georgia Ramirez
Junaíd Javed Ramzan
Michaela Ann Reynolds⁵
Yonas Shimelis Simme

ECONOMICS
Nicholas Ray Brown¹
2nd Major: Mathematics
Coby Dalton Bryant
Aulio E. Franco
Johnathan Michael Hawkins
Matthew Chance Lawyer
Canon Darrion Love
Christian R. Ormord¹,³
Tyler Greg Parr
Jalen Perez
Juan Angel Robles
Sagar Saru
Nicholas Edward Tejada
Christian Alejandro Vasquez
Victor Vazquez³
Andres Marcelo Velazquez
Matthew Alan Wilson

GEOSCIENCES
Jonathan Ray Bartlotti
Payton Nicole Benner³
Sara E. Bolling
Joyce Mara De Figueiredo
Callie Elizabeth Ferguson
Norman Wayne Grimes
Samantha Grace Hernandez
Daniel Joseph Lavy⁴
Carla Romero
Jonathan Romo
Thomas J. Winternute

KINESIOLOGY
Jakob Daniel Abel
Daniel James Adams
Stephanie Michelle Allen³
Hannah Lee Allison
Briana Christina Armendariz
Taleen Myra Asadourian³
Alexandria Avila
Alejandro Antonio Barboza
Rylie Grace Barker³
Braxton G. Barron
Iridiam Barron³
Samantha Joy Bersche
Ashlyn Jo Bevel
Shant Nitin Bhakta¹
Kamryn Grace Birk³
Sydney Alexandra Blaa²
Louis Werner Bouwer
Jason Mclain Brown³
Zoe Katherine Burgert³
Spencer Ben Burress¹
Avery Providence Caddell¹,³
Ramiro Calderon III
Kristiana Milagros Camacho-Miles
Annette Enid Campos
Madison Shae Carson¹
James P. Cederholm
Nicholas Jay Chavez

¹Summa Cum Laude ²Magna Cum Laude ³Cum Laude ⁴With Honors ⁵With Highest Honors
MAY 2021

UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

Timothy R. Comparett
Christopher Samuel Contreras
Caleb Drew Cox
Claudia Cole Crookshanks
Brandon Wayne Dalton
Taylor Ashleigh Dawson
Brittany Danielle Dennis
Abigail Dolch
Zachary David Dorn
Megan Christine Ebeier
Wilson Quinn Eugenio
Ndubusue Justice Eze

2nd Degree: Nutrition
Zowie Marie Phfoe Faulkner
Grace Ann Gray Ferguson
Brenna Ann Marie Feitman
Alyssa Marie Franco
Maddison Drew Galindo
Nancy Marcela Galvan
Eric Seth Garcia
Alicia Victoria Gonzalez
Malaha Gail Griffin
Hannah Lynn Hacker
Libby Claire Harbour
Amanda Corrine Hartmann
James David Hartmann
Bentlee Grace-Ann Hatfield
Kenley Ashton Hawkins
Trevor Hernandez
Caroline Kate Highsmith
Alyssa Cheyenne Hohn
Haley Shell Hunter
McKenzy Rene Jackson
Georgie Chenithalia Jacob
Andrea Kathleen Jans
Arianna Nicholson
Thomas Stead Kaminski
Kit Austin Kingston
Lauren Ashley Legere
Bradley Thomas Little
Samantha Ann Loose
Alissa Anai Lopez Mares
Kamryn Madden
Andrea Joelynn Mankins
Angela Nichole Marinovich
JohnMichael Martinez
Eduardo Martinez III
Sheena Lynn Maughan
Alyssa R. McDonald
Gabrielle Alexandrea McNulty
Allie Canady Meade
Sebastian Brock Minniear
Callie Marie Monsen
Wyatt Wehr Mote
Sabar Mou
Paul Aaron Munoz
Hannah Jean Neill
Summer Marie Nicholson
Chloe E. O'Brien
Jose David Olalde
Dylan Owens
Charlise L. Parks
Emma Nicole Paxton
Julia M. Payne
Angelica D. Placek
Logan Daniel Prado
Jhelty Rony Pruitt
Robert Alem Ramirez
Diego Andres Redondo
Yazmine Ruiz
Imelda Salcido
Hanna Marie Sanchez
Randilyn Ruth Sasser
Meredith Suzanne Satterwhite
Jacquelyn Darlene Schuessler
Jacob Eric Schuster
Travis Coded Scott
Andrew Jacob Segerson
Destinee De ann Sever
Amanda Temitope Shokunbi
Ciara Shaleak Simpson
Tyra Lanee Smith
Samantha Snyder
Stephanie Solis
Amber Lynn Sons
Nicholas Ryan Sparks
Brandon Cole Stanton
Janee Amaya Shyan Stowe
Elizabeth Ann Thompson
Cameron Blake Tuazon
Seasons Usual
Unika Altaragracia Valdez
Taylor Elisabeth Van Biez
Desmond Otto Vera
Mikaila P. Watson
Hadly Sue Whitaker
Emmaliee Rose Williamson
Grady Preston Woodul
Kyle Alanson Woodul
Caitlin Nicholle Yarbrough
Nicholas Gregg Young
Salvador Zumaya

MATHEMATICS

Calvin Androwski
Harold Ezekiel Brown III
Maggie Bailou Cain
Nicholas Edward Clark
Morgan Nicole Edwards
Christian Nicolas Elizondo
Juan Daniel Espino
Annieleea Danielle Espinoza
Hamadou Koudouss Fofana
Dmitry Harrison Fraga Leinweber
Sophia Elise Gonzales
Aaron Richard Greywall
Jacob Johnson Hansen
Aleksis M. Hatch
Jack A Hawkins-DeCaire
Jerod Charles Jones
Abhisheb P. Kamatkar
Brendon Alexander Kambitsis
Ce Fereeno Renado Lujan
Taylor Anthony Morin

2nd Degree: Electrical Engineering
Tyler Moser
Brenda Ngoc-Tuyen Nguyen
Gavin R. Niebuhr
Dayo J. Olabode
Sebastian Papadopoulos de Chazal
Vidya Paramita
Mariana Trier Pye

2nd Degree: Civil Engineering
Celso Emanuel Daniel Ribeiro
Jarrett Maurice Riley
Mostofar Adib Shabik

2nd Degree: Computer Science
Javier Esteban Sosa Walthet
Dexter F. Spenik
Arwhil St Thomas
Hunter Cole Thompson
Thomas Franklin Urech

2nd Degree: Computer Science
Emilio Verdone
Jack Anthony Weiland

PHYSICS

Lucas David Ariaz

2nd Degree: Music
Garrett Dean Auer
Samuel Ramon Cano
Justin Scott Edwards
Aspen Marie Garza
Heather Renee Harbin
Cheslee Jade Hibler

2nd Major: Mathematics
John T. Hollibaugh
Andrew J. Howell
Christopher Ryan Jackson

Stephen Kurtz West
Collin Taylor Williams
Jerimiah Andrew Zamora

MICROBIOLOGY

Ninov Ida Abdi
Manolya Alkhamis
Jacob Steven Ancira
Katie Lynn Anderson
Aurelio Dylan Angel
Marcos Daniel Arciniega
Olivia Rae Austin
Ashleigh Elizabeth Berry
San Prathiti Bing
Rorie Lane Bristol
Krista Janae Burns
Keegan Taylor Dunn
Zackary Ryan Gallardo
Ricardo Isaiah Garcia
Kirtana Rebecca George
Viktoria Alicia Haynes
Taygan Christine Henderson
Kaylyn Paige Howerton
Emilea Kathyn Hurst
George Edward Ibarra-Martinez
Suyash Jain
Wooyong Jang
Elizabeth Marie Hope Johnson
Shrinidhi Sudhakar Joshi
William Zach Kariampuzha
Briana Marie Lacy
Rachel Marie Lahowetz
Wyatt Haddan Lange
Angela Nicole Lee
Nadine Jennifer Marshall
Katia Marie Mathews
Barrett Noble Meeks
Brian Mendoza
Rozenn Kenny Moundounga Itoumba
Kyle Ortega-Rodriguez
Hutton James Parsons
Shruti Ashish Patel
Brenley Brooke Perez
Andrea Fernanda Perez Perez
Jared Gaylon Peyton
Annie Tuyet Nhi Pham
Martin Derreck Ramirez
Kristina Marie Robinson
Rebecca Elizabeth Schneider
Sierra Shanaefelt
Humza Sheikh
Isha Rakesh Shura
Elizabeth Steiber
Sophie Talbot
Drexell Cal Vincent
Mark Brian Wagner
Cole B. Waters

1 Summa Cum Laude  2 Magna Cum Laude  3 Cum Laude  4 With Honors  5 With Highest Honors
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

Alexis Maher
Bridget Marie Mann1,4
Camryn Mae McMullan
Mohammad Moosajee
Devin Blake Olson
Adam Charles Paul
Darien Orlando Perla
Priyadharshini Rajkumar1,4
Sadman Ahmed Shanto1
Eric Alexander Sims
Keiwun Deshun Turner
Madeleine Daniale Wagner

SPORT MANAGEMENT

Jonathan Devan Armiyo
Nicolas Alejandro Barrera1
Justin Varner Bloss
Grayson Rhea Brower3
Elliot Jordan Burket
Adalberto A. Chapa
Karlee Anese Combist2
Abraham Edward Dueck
John Ruben Garza Jr.
Edward Clark Griffith
Justin Michael Hall
Randell Bryce Harden
Cameron Grace Hekker1,4
Ira T. Herrera1
John Parker Kelly
Garrett William Kenny
Preston Jordan Lee
Brett Michael Lobsinger
Aungelique Zianne Martinez2
Ellen Elizabeth Matthews1
Christopher Blake McAbee
Lauren Renee McAden
Michael Christopher McCay
Marshall Paul McCormick1
Cameron Allen McGarry
Madiyn Hope Meacham
Reed Everett Meason1
Luana Florencia Munoz2
Matthew David Olivera
Timia Nicole Orr
Joshua Michael Perlin1
Konner Reed Pittman
Jacob Benjamin Plattner
Adelina Celsie Rodriguez
Marena Alexis Ruiz
Michael Sharp
Evon Lawrence Smith
Brooklyn Claire Strafuss1
Shelby Reagan Stringer
Amber Cathleen Vekasy1
Gloria Ann Venegas1
Cameron Clay Weiss
Christopher Paul Willoughby
Parker Thomas Wynn1

WIND ENERGY

Jesus Rafael Aguilara
Aaron Ray Aguierre
Matthew Lane Arboleda
Charles B. Beeman
Ryan Christopher D’Olive
Jacob Carl Elsworth
Austin Jarett Esquell
Christopher Matthew Gonzales
Hunter Cole Hansen
Dexter Harris Harvey
Edward Jake Henrikson
George Raphael Hinojosa

TOMAS KAWALYA
SARAH MARIE LINDESK
KEYLIN ROSS MERRIT
CAMRON ROBERT MOORE
CALEB OLIVER KOYEDE OLA
CONOR PATRICK O’NEILL
CESAR EDUARDO PINON
KASHARD LOUIS ROBINSON
JACOB HENRY RODRIGUEZ
MATTHEW THOMAS RUMMELE
TREY WILLIAM RUMMELE
TAYLOR MATTHEW SCOTT
ZACHARY J. SHETTON
ANDREW TROY TURNIPSEED
JOHN ANTHONY WALSH
RYLEY COLE WHITE
GARRETT JAMES WIGINGTON
MARIAH JE’NE ZAMBRANO
NATHANIEL RAY ZITUR

ZOOLOGY

Aabbie T. Farrimond1
Haley Victoria Walsh

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS

Michael Fisum Areja
Troy Elliott Eraw
Dans Loutph Hammoud
Javier Ivan Luna
Christian Giovannni Maldanado
Derek E. Suthammanont
Saryn Ankeve Vrij

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

ACCOUNTING

Austin D. Ainsworth
Trevor James Albert1
Connor Arnold1
Patricia Azua
Ashley Nicole Bender
Christopher Bibanico1
Kendal E. Bick
Katherine Elizabeth Brackenridge3
Jasmine Marie Cantu
Madyson Rose Chap1,4
Kristian Taylor Crona2
Matthew David Dempsey
Leroy Curtis Dennis
Madison Elyse Emswiler1
Julia Elizabeth Eng1,4
Jenna Paige Faulkn1er2,4
2nd Major: Marketing
Louis D. Fordham1
Haley Fowler
Daniel James Garnett2
2nd Major: Finance
Ramon Mark Gatica, Jr.
Clarissa Ann Gonzales
Lori Ann Gonzalez
Griselda Gonzalez Ramos
Jose Andres Guillot1
Nisha Gurung1
Megan Elizabeth Hasle1
Colin Clay Helms1

Hannah Elizabeth Hodnett1
Jason Chennithala Jacob
Sha Jang
John Anthony Jaramilla2
Rebecca Green Jenkins
Trevor Donald Jenner1
Alex Christopher Jouganatos
Markee Ann Kessel1
Randall Logan Knowles1
2nd Major: Finance
Amy Lea Lozoya1
Campbell R. Mason
Joe Shane Matlock, Jr.
Ethan Daniel McGee1,4
Jonni McKeelv
Maxwell Edward McLeod1,4
2nd Major: Finance
Zachary Bradford Meyers
2nd Major: Finance
Elexis Ann Nichole Milligan
Laura Montoya1,4
Alyson Victoria Moran1
Myriam Ruggania Nahimana2
Dallas Carter Neely
Sheridan Nikole Nelson
Jaiden Nesbit1
Roderica Victoria Dadios Nicolau
Stephanie Lizette Ortiz
Emma Elizabeth Parmer1
Christopher A. Patterson1
Seth Garrett Paulger1
Joanna Allejandra Pina Lopez
Abigail Quezada-Arte
Madeline Mowbray Richardson1
2nd Major: Finance
Mark Alan Richardson1
Tatum Claire Richey1
Ariel Rockwell
Brooke Marie Rodriguez1,4
Johnathan Barry Rogers
Emlee Renea Roth1
Cindy Ruiz
Jaclyn Taylor Scott
Melvin James Scarry1,4
2nd Major: Accounting; 3rd Major: Information Technology
Tanner Blake Sims3
Garrett Frasier Snyder2
2nd Major: Finance
Shebby Cheyenne Stockton2
James Owen Todero1
Barsha Thapa1
Jake Robertson Waldo
Cameron A. Warren1
Randy Glenn Welch1
Landri Alyssah Wilson
2nd Major: Finance
Randall Sherwin Winniford
Jackson Wallace Wise3
Brandon Patrick Ladaga Wu3
Jacob Lee Yandell1
Jad Fadi Zeitouni1,5

ENERGY COMMERCE

James Charles Ashmore
Braxton R. Blandford
Corley Rebecca Blount
Bayal Rayeann Bowles
2nd Major: Marketing
McKinley Waide Brown
2nd Major: Finance
Barrett Earl Buck
Hunter Landon Burt

1 Summa Cum Laude  2 Magna Cum Laude  3 Cum Laude  4 With Honors  5 With Highest Honors
Daniel Paul Castillo
Caitlyn Michelle Cotton
Nathan Thomas Craig
Nathan Merle Craner
Karysa Michelle Edwards
Mason William Flowers
Jared Allen Gaines
Stephan Christopher George
William Russell Graves
Hunter James Griffith
Shane Preston Henderson
Hawks Whittenburg Holder
Senator J. Horton
Daniel Hosseini
Ashhton Scot Hurley
Omar Interiano
Jason Brendan Johnson
Austin William Jones
Devon Brook Kimbell
Collin Reid Kinder
Jared Adan Lara
Walker Evan Leonard
Ashley Brook Leopold
Hunter Munro Millburn
Justin Irving Mize
Nolan Fisher Ragan
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Julia Grace Ramon
Jill Morgan Robbins
Steven Nelson Sheffield
Alexandra Cecilia Simmons
Peyton Garrett Steele
Ellarie Kate Sutton
Angel Mario Terrazas
Chase McKahl Waldrip
Katie Lee Wash

FINANCE
Djime Abba Kaka
Hassane Abba Kaka
Benjamin Luke Achilles
Zackary H. Arbogast
Jackson Thomas Arredondo
Robby Marie Babla
Berkeley Carol Ruth Bainum
Alexandra Hause Barrett
2nd Degree: Chemical Engineering
Patrick Reed Baskin
2nd Major: Accounting
Justin Cade Bell
2nd Major: Marketing
Tyler Matthew Bell
2nd Major: Accounting
Davis Robert Blake
Cutter Sterling Blosser
Brock Joseph Bobbora
Cole Mccaleb Branch
Julia Marie Brice
William Garrett Butler
Giovanni Alexzander Camarena
Patrick J. Canavan
William Harrell Carpenter
Brent Mason Carter
Maximillian Ryan Castillo
Nicholas Richard Castillo
Lynn Jia Huan Chan
Christian Diego Cintron
Adam Alton Wayne Corbett
Fabian Emiliano Cortes
2nd Major: Accounting
Cynthia Cortez

Spencer Pearce Cosson
2nd Major: Accounting
Zachary Donald Cox
Mitchell Alan Craig
Kyle Thompson Crane
Hannah Rose Crane
Kennade Paige Cude
Dylan Foster Davis
2nd Major: Marketing
Christian Delgadillo
Charles Patrick Doyle
Christopher Doyle
Calam Grant Earley
Kaitlyn Ruth Eschenbrenner
Kevin Asael Faris
Zachary Caleb Fenter
Brennan Reece Frew
Charles Keller Forrest
Braxton Albert Fulford
Jonathan Steven Gaines
Allie Drue Gandy
Hector Ramon Garza III
Logan Harper Giles
Jesse Aaron Graham
2nd Degree: Biology
Jenna Elizabeth Granhold
William Ashley Hale
Matthew Ryan Harris
Landon Cole Hoelscher
Michaela D. Hunter
2nd Major: Management; 3rd Major: Accounting
Jarren Bradley Hurst
2nd Major: Energy Commerce
Jordan Elizabeth Hyles
Collin Taylor Iannelli
Connor C. Janse
Cameron M. Johnson
Justin Thomas Johnson
Emily Marie Johnston
Conner Reed Jolley
Ryan Trent Jones
Harper Louise Kelly
Hayden Robert Kissie
Marvin-Hemrick Bouaffo Kouame
Christian Lauzy
Steven Curtis Loftin
Kolton Charles Looka
2nd Major: Accounting
Juan Miguel Lumberas
Daniel K. Lundquist III
Andrew D. Maldonado
Cody Marcus Masters
Evan Conner McClellan
Travis Bailey Mceldowney
Michael Paul McLaughlin
Matayla Perez Medeiros
Daniel Christopher Moore
Ruphine Kikesa Mulongo
Todd J. Mushovic Jr.
Michael Patrick Nelson
Lok Hin Ng
Parker James Noble
John Luke Nolan
2nd Major: Management
Joseph Michael Nulf
Alejandro Manuel Ortiz
Harrison Edward Owens
Christina Maria Parides
Ryan Parker
Coe Anthony Guy Parrish
Sequoyah Perry III
Zachary K. Pritchett
Treyvon Alexander Qualls
Maximillian Adolfo Quiroz
Nicholas Christian Ramirez
Yanel Gonzalez Ramos
Winston James Ramsey
Noah Jeffrey Renfro
Ismael Jeremy Robbins
Daniella Romo
Jacob Anthony Rosato
Melanie Saharai Sanchez
Preston Reams Schilling
Harjit Kaur Shergill
Brandon Scott Sieck
Timothy Brayden Skinner
Spencer Laney Smith
Joshua Caleb Blaise Spears
Kelly Ruth Statham
Payton Matthew Thomas
Maxwell Kedzior Thum
Alimatou Traore
Caden Stephenson Turner
Cody Jonathan Turner
Allen Edem Ubaha
Chelsea Chidimma Uzoukwu
Rosemberg Villarreal
Christian Allen Vogler
John Clark Walker
Daniel Robert Wall
Riley Etsuzo Ward
Paxtyn Kiele Watkins
Kyle Andrew Watts
Autumn Danae White
Emil Wickman
Jacob Bradley Wieder
Taylor Morgan Williamson
Davis Ray Willoughby
Madison Alexandra Winn
Terry Glenn Woodard
Alan Moore Woodby
Mary Ellen Woods
Jacob Dylan Zouzalik

GENERAL BUSINESS
Tyler William Black
2nd Degree: Agricultural and Applied Economics
Lane Scott Burson
2nd Degree: Agricultural and Applied Economics
Alexis N. Hill
2nd Degree: Agricultural and Applied Economics
Austin Thomas Rickets
Breanna Marie Russell
Erik Tyler Vaughn

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Adetale Adewuyi, Jr.
Chukwudi Alexander Agbakwur
Zenia R. Ahmed
Kyle Jeffery Allen
Ashley Nicole Arbour
Micaela Grace Armstrong
Evan Alexander Bayt
Christopher Austin Bogle
Connor Wiley Brack
Bryce Taylor Branch
Zachariah Alexander Brown
Ankitpreet Kaur Chahal
Kinsley Michael Cook
Kendall Aaron DeBenon
Austin Robert Dennie
t
Casey Alexander Doran

1 Summa Cum Laude 2 Magna Cum Laude 3 Cum Laude 4 With Honors 5 With Highest Honors
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

Matthew Jeffrey Almeter²
2nd Major: Marketing

Jose Oliver Alvaro Monzon
2nd Major: Marketing

Brian William Anderson
Nicholas Anthony Archer³
Ashlynn Jo Arnold
Abbigayl M. Bannon
Adam Richard Barnett³
Nicholas Joseph Baum³
Cole Douglas Beeson
Jennifer Madison Blank²
2nd Major: Marketing
Autumn Danielle Bookhamer
Kirk Alan Bowman³
Mariah Brigham
Jakob P. Brustoshi³
Benjamin James Buchanan
2nd Major: Marketing
Alexandra Luisan Camacho
Lucas R. Carter
Nathaniel Jameson Childs²
Madison Ann Clinkscales
Jonathan Cohen
Jaiden Lee Coleman
Alec Corbyn Conkin
Roderick Michael Crosby
Kaylee Rene Crosier
William John Culloty
Derek Tyler Damron
Erik Thomas Daniels
2nd Major: Marketing
Anthony John Davison
Richard Anthony De La Cruz
Payton J. Dedeyan
Sarah Elizabeth Dehlinger³
Ryan Dale Denton¹
Abigail V. Dimit
Katherine Maikhanh Do
Nash Emery Dolan
Valencia Renee Dunning
Harrison David Eich
Jade Leanna Ellis
Ashton P. Endsley
Jacob Lee Farmer
Esteban Rigo Fierro
Lillian Caroline Rose Finkle
Maegan Lynn Fisher³
Payton Michael Flaherty
William Cole Fleming
Sydney Lee Flynn³
Tehya Lynelle Margot Frakes³
2nd Major: Marketing

Marshall Gelder³
2nd Major: Marketing

Creed Cannon Gentry³
2nd Major: Marketing

Tyler Jade Glasgow
2nd Major: Marketing

Evangeline Faith Gowen³
Karli Elizabeth Guerra
Xavier Ramon Guerra
Danielle Marie Hajjar
2nd Major: Marketing
Matthew Emerson Hawk
Holden Douglas Heinrich
2nd Major: Marketing
Brynn Lauren Hellman³
Gianela Abril Henry³
Taphaneil Hernandez
Alyssa Carmyn Herrera
Thomas Scott Herrera
Veronica Herrera³
Jennifer Hicks
Natasha Anne Hicks¹
Claudia D. Hinojos
Wyatt Olen Indermenn
Bethany LeAnn Jimenez
Kydneys Dawn Jones¹
Faith Yvette Juarez
Hyeongjun Kim
Brielle Anne Knudtson³
Addison T. Konetzke
2nd Major: Marketing
Riley William Kovach¹
Dawson James Lahart³
Kinley Blaine LaMar³
Hannah Deeann Langley¹
Landon A. Light
Yuyin Lin
2nd Major: Marketing
Dylan Blaine Lisoski
2nd Major: Marketing
Ella Brielle Declaro Luckey
Thomas William Lynch⁴
Ethan Page Lynseyn
Megan P. Macero⁴
Madison Anne Markwood³
2nd Major: Marketing
Nicholas Charles Foster Martin
Anne Elizabeth Mathews³
Jenna Love Mawby
Grant Michael McKinley
Morgan Kaylee McKinney³
Payton A. Meadows
Jennifer Medellin
Rachel Louise Mefford³
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Peyton Brooke Minnick³
2nd Major: Marketing
Cheyenne Marie Moore
2nd Major: Marketing
Andrew Neal Moss
Isabel Nicole Napolitano³
2nd Major: Marketing
Hayden Bradley Nettleton
Rodger Patrick Noack III³
Andreas Carlos Olivo
Dannela Ortiz²
Julia Noel Porter³
Timothy Robert Quigley
Gustavo Ramirez
Jonathon Redan³
Makaylah Jozelle Reyes¹
Brady Cole Roberts¹
John Paul Rodriguez
Michael Jacob Rodriguez
James Richard Roetzel
Payton Elizabeth Rubel
Alexia Nicole Saenz²
Brennen Davis Schleich
Trevor Thomas Schleich
Lauren Elizabeth Schnur³
Matthew Austin Schumann³
Nicole Kelsey Seibert
David Shamasko III
Amy Elizabeth Sherman²
2nd Major: Marketing
Shelby Grace Skeete³
Emerson Reece Solano³
Ryan C. Stanton³
2nd Major: Finance
Abigail Elizabeth Stewart¹
Bailey Elizabeth Stiff²

¹Summa Cum Laude ²Magna Cum Laude ³Cum Laude ⁴With Honors ⁵With Highest Honors
MAY 2021

**UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES**

Zachary Scott Summers
Sydney Avielle Suss
  2nd Major: Marketing
Heather Nicole Thompson
Jason Tyler Thompson
Kendall Gail Thompson
Isaac Keith Horten
Keith Nathan Warner
Blake Daniel Watson
Ethan William McCoy Watts
Michael James White
Phillip Hunter Wigestong
Forrest Wayne Wright
Ethan Riley Wynn
Ahmad Hussein Yehia
Lamia Zuberi

**MARKETING**

Garrett Hudson Abeel
  2nd Major: Management
Ana Bella Alvarez
Camden Douglas Anderson
Kasyn Ashlee Armstrong
Juliana Arreguin
  2nd Major: Management
Hdree Ashenafi
Brian Michael Ashton
  2nd Major: Management
Tiernan Zae Amsus
Carter Veitman Ball
Alan Barcenas
Rolando Jose Bernal
  2nd Major: Finance
Carlye G. Berry
Mira Dipak Bhakta
  2nd Major: Management
Brooke Addison Bingham
Rylan Alexander Bishop
Alexandra Renae Blair
Nickolas Scott Blair
Paige Nicolette Bond
  2nd Major: Finance
Caroline Lee Combs
  2nd Major: Management
Madalyn Cox
Bradley Shane Cruce
  2nd Major: Management
Byron J. Daniel
Jerald Damon Darak
Pierce Richard Davies
Jaxon Tye Davis
Kathryn Blythe DeMello
  2nd Major: Management
Gabriela Andrea Diaz
Michael Di-Benedetto
Kaitlin Mae Donalds
Michael T. Dotter
Christopher Aaron Duffy
Jaclenia Shenee Dunning
Yessenia Duran Rios
  2nd Major: Finance
Garrett Lee Emerson
Gio Giorgi Nikko Etnel
Darryl Julian Evans
  2nd Major: Management
Oluwadaray Gabrielle Fadel
Alex Figueroa
Gretchen Doralin Flores
Angel Nicole Francis
Rachel Hannah Fulgham
Cassidy Aurora Gordon
Sydney Elizabeth Gore
Janelle Anne Griffin
Jake Edward Gumbert
Macy A. Hairgrove
Emily Paige Hamm
Ryan J. Hand
MacKenzie L. Harris
Kameron Hartman
Harrison Wayne Hassell
Sayan Ates Heckel
Emma Jo Hecker
Jessica Elaine Heinhtjes
Andrew Pfrommer Hemphill
Gabriela Lauren Hero
Meredith Camille Homens
  2nd Major: Management
Mary Elizabeth Hooton
Virginia Mae Horn
Kurtis H. Hsu
Nathan Louis Hunter
  2nd Major: Management
Mary Katelyn Jernigan
Bailey Nicole Jetton
  2nd Major: Management
Joachim Johansen
Kyle David John
Samuel Thomas Judd
Emily Morgan Konetke
  2nd Major: Management
Danielle Marie Krebs
Selma Nicole Lara
  2nd Degree: Global Studies
Matthew Elliott Lawry
Kaleigh Michelle Lawson
  2nd Major: Management
Mason L. Lehane
Alexandria Marie Leonard
Kristen Lorine Lindsey
Andrew Raymond Lopez
Pedro Maverick Lopez
Gabriella E. Lozano
Jessica Marie Manders
John Henry Mats
Madison Paige McCammon
Quillin Stephen McKenney
Katherine L. McKie
Edith Mendoza
Sarah Nicole Merino
  1st
Casey Olga Meyer
Max Benjamin Miles IV
Olivia Erin Moore
Danielle Scott Munstedt
  2nd Major: Management
Samantha Dawn Murray
Emma Catherine O'Brien
  2nd Major: Finance
McKenna Lee Orr
Elizabeth Sydney Paight
Christian Jeffrey Palutis
Kishan A. Patel
Kiana Nicole Paz
Kathryn Mary Peahl
  1st
Omar Perez
Brett Alan Perry
Madison Corine Petrich
  2nd Major: Management
David Anthony Pojtinger
Clair Christian Porter
  2nd Major: Management
Haralambous Haralambous Poulis
Bailey Reed Reddin
Nathan Robert Reed
Eric Matthew Robicheaux
Devin Orrin Rochelle
Carter Allen Roehm
  2nd Major: Management
Emmitt Ariel Ruiz
Gabriella Joy Sanchez
Jack Dillon Scarborough
Alec James Sherwood
Emily Erin Shriner
  2nd Major: Management
Mitchell Keith Simpson
Holly Brooke Skillings
Alexandra Elise Smith
Paige Alese Sohovich
  2nd Major: Management
Paige Katharine Stamm
River Burke Stevens
Ethan Daniel Stufflebeam
Shaely Sue Tarr
  2nd Major: Management
Cole Jordan Thompson
Madison Marie Thornton
Eric Timothy Tustin
Aiden B. Valdez
Ashton Elizabeth VanHoosc
  2nd Major: Management
Kyle Vasquez
Christopher M. Wajerski
Coleman Kort Watson
Morgan Kendall Watson
Michael Sean Welsh
Harrison William Whitehead
Kaeli Dalynn Wright
Ted Samuel Yeaney
Jamie F. Zaborsky
Michael Brian Zaher

**SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT**

Cameron Rafael Alcantar
Samuel T. Bailey
Hannah Rae Beauchamp
  2nd Major: Management
Amanda Christine Bippus
Callum Patrick Carroll
Samuel Milton Cole
Geno Thomas Coradini
Andrew T. Cowan
Matthew Cade Devlin
Nicholas Charles Dockrill
  2nd Major: Finance
Henry Bolivar Dorris V
Jared Anderson Douthit
Rachel Elizabeth Dupuis
Yamil Flores Faudoa
Dusty Cole Folsom
Edward Merril Gonzalez
  2nd Major: Management
Nicholas Robert Graham
Alex Michael Gribe
Cedric Michael Haskins
Gunter J. Hawk
  2nd Major: Finance
Braden Edward Heinze
Jonathan Christopher Howell
John Joseph Ingram
Austin Nicklas Jenson
Max David Kobs

1Summa Cum Laude  2Magna Cum Laude  3Cum Laude  4With Honors  5With Highest Honors
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

EDUCATION

Delanie Shae Atkinson
Danielle Murphy Baas
Kyla Marie Barron
Allison Mae Bickerstaff
Madison Faith Birk
Amy Elizabeth Bishop
MaKayla Paige Bounds
Emily Ann Bowman
Ashlin Reanne Burgett
Angelica Marie Busch
Rachel Bel Beth Calderon
Paulina Carrillo
Rachel Lauren Carter
Grace Lynn Cavaos
Sydne Marie Cole
Kelly Amber Conner
Brittany Morgan Shay Davis
Madison Nicole Day
Courtney Darlene Doran
Rebecca Ann Dyer
Megan L. Edestrand
Haley Brook Elston
Alyssa M. Fabac
Alyssa Blair Fry
Gabriela Isabel Fuentes
Julia A. Gambell
Peyton Lane Gilbert
Haley Rae戈forth
Nitza N. Gomez
Alyssa Michele Guzman
Catherine Danielle Hackworth
Kortney Aaron Halfmann
Ansley Christine Hayward
Jacy Laine Hensley
Sarah Suzanne Herrmann
Ashlyn Nicole Hill
Kali Marie Hodridge
Karina Sol Hoecker
Caleigh Madison Hoffman
Hannah Lynn Holder
Tessa Ann Hope
Jazmin Grace Huckestein
Jourdan D’laynie Huffaker
Emma Elise Humphrey
Isabella Fredrica Ibrahim
Ariel Nicole Jackson
Baylee Christine Janak
Calyss Danai Jimenez
Caitlin Brooke Johnson
Jada Brione Johnson
Sarah M. Johnson
Savanna Megan Jones
Vivienne Kristine Kellum
Kara Anne Kelly
Madison Makay Kerby
Courtney Ann Kester
Kylie Ann Kimberly
Kennedy Jayde King
Jylada L. Landwehr
Britney Paige Lanford
Cheyanne Marie Lammon
Wilson Lashaun Larry-Wilson
Chase Richard Larsen
Reagan Nicole Layne
Mackenzie Ellen Lewis
Sofia Elena Locklear
Jenna Nicole Lowrey
Makayla D’lynn Mabra
Sarah Alane Mansfield
Klaire Ann Markell
Mia Hope Martlinico
Grace McCauley Matson
Maya Grace McCormick
Morven McKay
Caitlynn Paige Meyer-Godwin
Madison Claire Miers
Emma C. Miller
Kayo Grace Mitsunari
Taylor A. Morris
Casey Amanda Nanz
Carly Anne Nelson
Kourtnei Danielle Newton
Haylie Christine Nicholls
Hannah Faith Oneil
Rebecca Juanita Ortiz
Kimberly Paliza
Margaret Anne Phillips
David William Pierce
Elizabeth Lee Popejoy
Chelsea Renee Prichard
Temple Suzanne Reinhart
Chelsea Renee Rhodes
Baily Nicole Richards
Mary Abigail Rippey
Madison Marie Rochow
Abbigale Renea Rodriguez
Roxanne M. Rodriguez
Braydin M. Roessler
Patrick James Ryker
Emma Murphy Saenz
Kristina Cantu Saldivar
Andrea C. Sanchez
Amanda Ledah Scoggins
Maria Daniela Serrano
Shelby Wesley Shaw
Sabrina Marie Simpson
Kyle Erin Snyder
Joleen Monique Solis
Lauren Elizabeth Stark
Payton Nicole Strouse
Benjamin Melvin Studor
Morgan Gail Sulak
Madison Bailey Tate
Sarah Michelle Terhune
Kristen Ann Thomas
Kate Erin Tierce
Leslie Carina Tinoco-Ruiz
Victoria Ann Todd
Bryanna Guadalupe Trujillo
Bailey Dawn Tryon
Devin Hope Virag
Macey Brianne Wallf
Madeline Rena Walker
Kaitlin Elaine Washington
Maycee D. Webb
Hayley E. Whitman
Jadyn Ruth Willer
Sarah Ashley Witherington
Ashley Jordan Witt
Mackenzie Leigh Womack
Elizabeth Anne Woods
Taylor Paige Zorros

MULTIDISCIPLINARY SCIENCE

Jordyn Dell Buck
Kathy Lauren Jander
Keivon Tyree Johnson
Chyla Danielle Lewis
Caitlin Ruth Prilliman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

George Issam Abulail
Christopher K Adebunmi
Matthew J. Anderegg
Luis Araiza, Jr.
Syed Noamn Azhar
Alexandra Hause Barrett
Sandra Barrientos
Amburn Nicholas Benard
Zachary Dean Carter
Hayley Rebecca Grain
Aissata Diaby
Aditya Dimri
Raegan Alyse Dubose
William Porter Edwards
Obinna Chukwuemeke Egbona
Boone Alexander Evans
Ferdous Ibrul Ferhan
Ronald Garcia
Hunter William Gee
Andrew J. Gronnevink
Lorenzo Tomas Guerra
Hannah Marie Harris
Maria Andrea Hernandez Lopez
Brendan G. Hicks
Dornic Z. Hooper
Oghenefejiro Hubert Inikor
Javier Alejandro Jaramillo
Robert Wesley Jones
Katarina Kentera
Daniel J. Lepore
Lucas E. Macias
Ari Alejandro Manel
Alpha Kivuvu Mavunug
Donald Patrick McGrorey

1 Summa Cum Laude 2 Magna Cum Laude 3 Cum Laude 4 With Honors 5 With Highest Honors
MAY 2021

CUM LAUDE
With Honors
With Highest Honors

Matthew Ryan Myers
William Wallace Murray
Rowan Frances McLaughlin
Tien Tien Quach
Austin Daniel Reed
Miguel Alfredo Reyes
Danica Faith Ruiz
Johnnie Joel Sanchez-Berrios
Scott Landon Satterwhite
Carter Lucas Schumann
Chelsea R. Siemens
Michael Stephens Stewart
Rodrigue Tientcheu-Toko
Chung Him Tsui
Ishpinder Singh Walla
Austin L. Whitaker
Hunter Ray Zegele
Claude Helene Yimtchi Ngassa
Dylan Tyler Yurillo
Tiana Zaman

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Alan Abadzic
Anamol Acharya
Mary Temitope Adepoju
Yakeen Adhikari
Aashish Aman
Ryan Armendariz
Gautam Bahlwal
Shashwat Baral
Evan K. Boone
Ryan Matthew Browning
Cristiano Eleutherio Caon
Tiara Na’tae Carroll
Brian C. Catter
Coleman Michael Chipman

Summa Cum Laude
Magna Cum Laude
Cum Laude With Honors
With Highest Honors
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Mohammed Alshammari
Chidera Reginaled Regan Anokwuru
Anas Tarig A Bamansour
Shelby Daytonaa Barnhart
Jean Guy Besso
Paula Nunes Caanga
Roberto Antonio Corrales Rodriguez
Joe Anthony Garcia
Harrison Brady Holman
Abeer Surayya Elias Ibrahim
Sam Milimo Kapten
Malfred Koryor
Jaime Madrid
Omobalaji C. Magbagbeola
Tamara Maranclenbaum Ribera
Nicholas Tanner McCollum
Ninon Karen Mondjo
Brenon Keith Moore
Ogomo Lydia Ndale
Jonathan Nelson Moreno
Chibunine Amadi Nwafor
Tora Ochiam
Abasi Emek David Okpokpo
Bamidele S. Otunuga
Ross Holden Roark
Garrett Rust
Guesmany Silva
Lucia Tato Bajo

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Ricardo Julio Acosta
Jesus Lorenzo Acuna
Adepoju Samuel Adeogba
Tyler Bryan Allen
Eric Martin Allgood
Layth Hilmi Amar
Clayton Hughes Anderson
Corbin Michael Anti
Luke Steven Blackwell
Brook Holly Bowman
Trevor Joseph Bragadeste
Eric Anthony Brosig
Milton Oyama Buchanan
Marleigh Leigh Campos
Mackenzie Nicole Carmody
Raydecel Carrasco
Nicholas A. Cascio
Joseph R. Cesarini
Brandon Joseph Collins
Dylan Scott Couch
Alan Anson Covington
Casey Randall Crenshaw
Clayton Waverly Daniel
Prabin Dhakal
Abigail Taylor Dillehay
John P. Dolbec
Lexie Eileen Dominguez
Thomas Augustine Donohue
Darien J. Dunn
Truong Xuan Duong
Joshua Todd Easley
Erin Elizabeth Edmondson
Mohamed Shukri Elafar Edughri
Ryan Joseph Emigh
Richard Andrew Escalante
Edith Gallegos Ramos
Angel Phillip Garcia
Eljah Jonathan Garcia
Mason Lee Garner
Amanuel Yalew Gedamu
Sean Richard Gill
Keaton Marshall Gilmer
Robert Manuel Gomez Barreto
Kente Desean Greer
Macy Erica Guily
Alejandro Luis Gutierrez
Grant Christian Handley
Michael David Hart
Jack Andrew Helgerson
Jace Sawyer Henry
Israel Hernandez
Evan Riley Hickok
David Hogg
Lewis Aaron Holzem
Dane Patrick Hoogendam
Oren Stephen Hulse
Joshua Keith Jamerson
John Michael Juenger
Brita Kristinna Jumisko
Adam Mark
Bael Khan
Kip Eli Kothmann
Gregory John Raleigh Kubacak
Jacob Harlan Labrant
Dylan Foster Lee
Bernardo Esteban Leon
Juan Jesus Leon
Adriana Lopez
Jack Ramsey Macon
Bilal Mahmoud
Alexander Heath Mcdonald
Andrew Thomas McLaughlin
Jaci Lee McMurray
Trevor C. McNabb
Edred Rayden Melendez
Mitchell Nicholas Mezyk
Clayton Jewell Miller
Jaqculin Faye Miller
Adam Kevin Moore
Garry Benoit Moore
Landon E. Moore
Jarrett P. Moran
Hannah Nicole Nash
Francis Ngugi Ndirangu
Harold Gires Ntatsou Nongh
Michael Uchechukwu Nwosu
Folakejide Onafioye
Cheer Om
Samantha Pavan
Damon Edward Owens
Hunter Lee Owings
Alexis Marie Palomare
Cade Walker Patterson
Tehya Shey Pavelka
Blake Thomas Perez
Seth Eugene Peterson
Ryan Alexander Pettick
Stephanie Nicole Portman
Paul Gregory Pruitt
Karina Yaheli Puente
Elizabeth Claire Rahill
Gabriel Ramirez
Gabriel Humberto Ramirez
Samuel David Ramirez
Colton Elliott Ratcliffe
Jacob Thomas Reed
Matthew Michael Reilly
Seth Christopher Revere
Cole Alexander Ritchie
Cole Lane Roper
Grant Armin Roth
Matthew Elliott Rowe
Jonathan David Ruppert
Zachary Thomas Russell
Fardil Rahman Sahir
MAY 2021

UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

Texas Tech University Honors College

BACHELOR OF APPLIED ARTS AND SCIENCES

EARLY CHILDHOOD
La Taya Rena Johnson

BACHELOR OF INTERIOR DESIGN
Julia Brooke Cotton³
Giuliana D’Egidio
Payton Kaylee DeMarco
Jenessa Lashae DePriester
Sandra Caroline Fenez
David Parke Finch³
Ditsa Fainu⁴
Julie Jones
Sydney Ann LaSelle
Jasper Christian Martinez²
Anna Helene McAnelley
Kortni Taylor Osborn
Alejandro Ramirez
Brittany Christine Rice
Juana Rodriguez Espinos³
Carely Nicole Roessler
Annie Kathryn Saathoff
Jamie Michelle Salley
Micah Grace Schwartz²,⁴
Anna Kathryn Sepanski²
Kaylie Nicole Sheeby³
Tiffany Taboada
Amanda Marie Terrill
Guadalupe Vega
Rainy D. Wilkes

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

COUNSELING AND ADDICTION RECOVERY SCIENCES
Jenna Marie Abadie³
Alexis Adedayo Adeboyejo³
Amanda Dawn Axelrod³
Angela Kristin Bradford
Patrick W. Garron
Alyssa Shay Martinez
Megan Kailie Perry
Taylor Quinn Sanders²
Veronica René Sifuentes
Jill Marie Stinson³

EARLY CHILDCARE
Britney Nguyen

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Ana Patricia Alcocer
Alexis Sierra Aumoeualo³
Camille Rose Brooks³
Lauren Riley Brown³
Meghan Riley Byrd³
Shelby Lynn Chase³
Mackenzie Payne Chunn
Angela De Cicco Crouch³
Jessica Michelle Ebert³
JAYMEE HOPE FOLSOM³
Riley Kay Hamelwright

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCES
Ashlyn Baylee Ablies
Keaton Allen
Johanna Jean Arias
Breauna Lynn Augustine³
Meghan Ann Barone³
Alison Becan
Emily Jayce Britt
Taylor Nicole Brown¹
LINDSEY ELIZABETH BRYANT
Sarah Elizabeth Butz
Rosa Flores Ceniceros³
Rachel Joanna Cleverenger
McKenna Nicole Cobb³
Cora Ann Cock³
McKenna Danielle Collins
Breaunah Elizabeth Critteneden³
Claire Diane Cullar
Madeline Michelle Dabbert³
Haley Michelle Daniel³
Kirsten Mackenzie Davis
Sydney Ellis
Jessica Rae Fasholtz³,⁴
Abigail Marie Floerke²
Haley Marie Flores³
Hannahlee Fox
Alyssa Michelle Friddle
Emily Heather Greene
Jillian Elizabeth Griffin
Payson Rose Guillot³
Lauren Hope Hammonds³
Andie Elise Harding³
Macy Rae Hitt
Ashli Brynne Janecka¹
Jenna Lauren Kaderka²
Briana Faith Kayser
Taylor LeeAnn King
Briana Faith Lacaster
Baylee Renee Lanier³
Emily Reine Larrea
Sunni Marie Lemley³
Galilea Lopez
Yesenia Lissette Lozano
Maley Malayne Mader³
Keelye Shae McCain
Courtney Elyse Miller²
Madison Ann Morrow³
Daniela del Carmen Valdez Munguia³
Meghan Elise O’Brien
Kaylee Nicole Ochoa
Soromtochi Flora Onyeahialam
Ezinne Ashley Orakpo

¹Summa Cum Laude  ²Magna Cum Laude  ³Cum Laude  ⁴With Honors  ⁵With Highest Honors
### UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ebony Marie Gonzales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MAY 2021

With Highest Honors
Cum Laude
With Honors

UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

Adrienne Christy Marie Snyder
Dane Carpenter Spencer
Robert William Tuckfield
Zachary Van Kirk
Keagan Brandon Watts
John Blaine Whaley

RESTAURANT, HOTEL, AND INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT

Omar Bader Alothai
Darien Bryce Brady
Adam Talton Broyles
Kevin S. Chicas
Hayden Patrick Cooper
Jacob Daniel Evans
Lacy Rhet Ford
Jennifer Marie Furgerson
Alexandra Sandoval Gallegos
Sabrina Lin Gonzalez
Thomas Gilbert Gray III
Lexcio Emilio Luis Gutierrez
Kayelyn Margaret Johnson
Grayson Allen Jones
Skye Eliza Knapen
Molly Eve Kraft
Paige Ryan Leavelle
Ricardo Lopez, Jr.
Kaleigh Kathleen Maker
Meghan Caroline Martin
Samuel J. Jones
Brandon Perkins
Dillon Craig Randolph
Elías Reyes
Hudson Truitt Roe
Jordan Christopher Smith
Austin C. Stone
Da’Teven Dametres O’Shay Taylor
Brian Zachary Wardman
Xiangyu Weng
Madelyn Grace Winter

RETAIL MANAGEMENT

Rahwa Berhe
Mckenzi Lee Bertelsen
Madison Cathleen Downey
Madison Elizabeth Everage
Leigha Noel Freeman
Hayley Suzann Glenn
Caycee Patrice Holson
Ronald Renee Hudson
Graydon C. Laguarda
Alexandra Lavorato
Sarah Lopez
Malerie Ann Miller
Sage Colleen Neff
Ashlyn Grace Pitman
Macy Alexandra Robinson
F. Emmanuel Rodriguez
Sailor Josephine Schara
Amber Leigh Schwartz
Raegan Danielle Schwartz
Brittany Love Taylor
Halsten Thiel
Alexandra Paige Webb-James
Charlotte Mae Wilcox
Madison Leigh Wilkinson

Tatum Elaine Plas
2nd Major: Media Strategies
Katherine Elizabeth Raye Pulk
Jacob Summers Quinterno
Hunter Samuel Reagor
Jordan Christopher Rodriguez
Kameron Kase Ruiz
Garrett Scott Shadwick
James Sullivan Sheahan
Caroline Marie Smith
Maite Soto
Adrien James Stedman
Christian Andrew Stites
Nicholas Alexander Terry
Socorro Villasana
Elizabeth Anne Waggle
Matthew David Wright
Salma Zayed Albornoz

COMMUNICATION STUDIES

Sierra Leoni Adler
Paulina Alcala
2nd Major: Advertising
Sandas Azamat
2nd Degree: Music
Benjamin Conrad Barton
Abby Nicole Baixley
Christopher Bell
John M. Berard
Kylee Michelle Bernhardt
Michelle Christine Bless
Matthew Jacob Bowles
Makennah Aleece Brodie
Alisca Jacklyn Bromman
Mikayla Reece Burres
Bailee Elizabeth Bush
Blake Matthew Byrne
Angel Lanora Carroll
Kennedy Hope Coon
Matthew Charles De Tullio
Nicholas Matthew Dietrich
Emma Dolgin
2nd Major: Advertising
Kristen Lee Doss
Mikala Maria Douglass
Morgan Elizabeth Duffey
Claire Sophia Dunne
Maddie Michelle Ebanks
Helen Kathryn England
Eloy F. Escobar
2nd Major: Advertising
Guillermo Andres Escobar-Garcia
2nd Major: Advertising: 3rd Major: Media Strategies
Magye Lane Fenoglio
Loraine Diane González Meléndez
Christina Mary Graham
Gill Marie Gray
Cody Hunter Gustafson
Gabriella Renee Gutierrez
Esteban Hernandez
Samantha Loreen Houston
Blake Andrew Ingham
Logan Green Jeffers
Joshua Ryne Jung
Igor Kanashiro Balota
2nd Degree: Global Studies
Ethan J. Lederer
Gabriel Alberto Lopez
Luke Martin Lyles
Josiah John Macinnis
Sydney Kaplin Manchester

BACHELOR OF ARTS

ADVERTISING

Ryan Tyler Almond
Mikayla Diane Solomon Arredondo
Sydney Emma Boaz
Emilee Houston Bowman
Collin Edward Bunch
Tyler Burk
Rowan McKenna Caughey
Callie S. Collins
2nd Major: Media Strategies
Ximena Chavez Reyes
2nd Degree: Anthropology
Morgan M. Cox
2nd Major: Communication Studies
Hannah M. Craig
Gabrielle Dawn Crenshaw
Cameron Michael Cudd
Hyleen Breann Davis
Caitlin Nicole Decker
Alejandro Daniel De Leon
Ian Patrick Domrose
Cristophor B. Donayre Matallana
Ashlyn Grace Douthitt
Michael James Drumm
2nd Major: Media Strategies
Michaela Anne Dubec
Kyleigh Mackenzie Dulock
2nd Major: Communication Studies
Rory Francis Englebert
Paige Caroline Estes
Blake Harrison Fisher
Luke Ryan Flores
Jacob Merrell Greenwell
Elizabeth Jane Griffin
Ryan Thomas Grosso
Austin Delfino Guevara
Hannah Kennedy Hill
Nigel Jaques Hilton
Thomas Nelson Hughes
Haley Anne Killer
Benjamin Hayden Kinslow
Bryce Matthew Lancarte
Andrew Robert Lindberg
Alison Lingenfelter
Anne-Marie Lugo
Kaleigh Alexis Madewell
2nd Major: Media Strategies
Esteberto Maldonado, Jr. II
2nd Degree: Art
Charles W. Matt
Allison Catherine McCain
2nd Major: Communication Studies
Caleigh Anne McLeod
Kevin Andrew Metzler
Michelle Lynn Meyer
Kinsey Elizabeth Mikeska
Kyle Daniel Mooney
Peyton Earle Norman
Micah L. Ortega
Evan R. Osorio
Zatin Par
Madison Brooke Paxton
Madison Jane Payne
2nd Major: Creative Media Industries

1 Summa Cum Laude 2 Magna Cum Laude 3 Cum Laude 4 With Honors 5 With Highest Honors

COMMUNICATION STUDIES

MAY 2021 41
Carly Elizabeth Marthens
Ryan Jordan Martinez
Ryan Jacob Mason
Madison Montana McCasland
Ally Lynne McNiel
Alexandra Nicole Miller
Nicholle Marie Millington
Entralisa Marie Montgomery
William George Morehead
Miranda Kaylene Nichols
Alexandria Marie Olson-Provenzano

2nd Major: Public Relations
Michael Damian Ortega
Nicole Olivia Penetta

Jessica Marie Ramos
Michael Angelo Ramos
Riley Marie Ramos
Meagan Elizabeth Rethman
Kyle Joseph Robbins
Adrian Rodriguez
Hayley Elizabeth Schrakamp
Ramiro Serrato, Jr.
Madelyn Mary Shutack
Stephen Skomp
Kate Allison Smitherman
Reese Ashleigh Stems
Jay Bryan Strader
Jake Matthew Strange
Morgan Caelye Summers
Emily Elaine Thompson
Tyler Thomas Thurmond
Lindsey Torres
Gabriel Eric Turner
Tatum Jo Wells
Michael Christopher Zabbatino

Elizabeth Xuyi Zhang

CREATIVE MEDIA INDUSTRIES
Emilee Anastasia Acevedo
Julia Aliza Alvarado
Ana Arthur
Zachary Taylor Bowman Treadwell
Jacob Peter Chandler
Auriana Nicole Compton
Kelly Anne Crook
Craig Anthony Damiano II
Connor James Garvey
McKenzie Layne Garza
Marcus Anthony Gutierrez
Elsyana Marie Granado
Kathryn Joy Heise
Anna Hope Higgins
Liliana Huantes
Iffreke Essien Inyang
Hallei Alexandra Ivey
Kaiya Jade Kelley
Audrey Rose Kerr
Sarah Elizabeth King
Morgan Reid Langford
Brohanna Nicole Lewis
Andrew Charles Major
Randy Marquez II
Alien Sean Mitchell
Christiño Mia Oyervídez
Anakin Rene Rayos
Rene Armando Reyes, Jr.
Justin Kelly Robbins
Anthony John Rodriguez
Cameron Russell
Josue Samuel Silva
Ian Malcolm Smith

Javier Christopher Smith
Nicholas Cole Tauschek
Charles Wayne Turman
Brittani Taylor Ustanik
Lauren Isabel Vidal
Clarissa Crystal Ybarra
Caroline Heath Yeager
Jonah Calkins Young

DIGITAL MEDIA AND PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION
Ariana N. Alfaro
Geneva Bates
Bayle Alyse Blanscett
Allison Taylor Clark
Jacob Garms
Julia Catherine Hitz
Stephanie Elizabeth Michaud
Marc Matthew Morin
Megan Elizabeth Moses
Claudia P. Robles

JOURNALISM
McKenna Nicole Harmony
Elizabeth Ann Herbert
Michael Patrick Lowery
Corey Ryan May

2nd Major: Communication Studies
Emma Abigail McSpadden

2nd Major: Creative Media Industries
Tyler Dustin Poda
Trinity Zane Porter
Haley Lynn Pratt
Rebecca Ruiz
Emma Michelle Sipple
Graciela Stephanie Vazquez
Krizia Emoni Williams
Megan Nicole Zapalac

MEDIA STRATEGIES
Fernando Josue Diaz Molina
Kealey Annmarie Dunham
Jakob Alan Elias
Mackenzie Christian Farmer
Damarcus Frank Fields
Connor Wayne Franklin
Carolyn Paige Goodwin
Rylee Robia Hamlin
Brooke Noelle Harding
Madalyn Rae Harris
Wayne Arthur Hecker
Keaton Caroline Hedemann
Jose-Valdeir Jimenez Fajardo
Charles Sean Keach
Evan Neil Latham
Hunter Alan Pilgrim
Brittany Meshee Romero
Ryan Aaron Senger
Taylor Renee Short
Taylor Nicole Sutherland

2nd Degree: History
Laney Jo Schmidt
Abigail Kay Schnagl

2nd Degree: Economics
Megan Metze
Sydney Ann Moore
Michelle Ann Morris
Kennedy Elisse Munson
Jarred Daniel Ponder
Natalie Christine Rachel
Jessica Riley
Katy Aubrey Russell
Jenna Elizabeth Salbury

2nd Degree: Media Strategies
Blair Shelton
Peyton Riley Simpson
Kennedy Lynn Snowden
Caitie Jo Sprock
Grace Katherine Stark

2nd Degree: Languages and Cultures
Caroline Reagan Lee
Mia Jane Lichtenwalter
Annette Louise Linahan
Alyssa Monet Lindebak
Mauricio Lira
Cayman Kathleen Loukas
Mallory Michelle Maxwell
Megan Mayo
Peyton Elizabeth McCartney
Anna Ruth McGowan
Lysa Maximilian Meade

2nd Degree: Languages and Cultures
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Mikayla Marie Acevedo
Alyson Nicole Ashby
John Finney Baker

Chloe Linn Battles
Nina Bell
Sara Renee Benavidez

2nd Major: Advertising
Mackenzie Ann Booe

2nd Major: Communication Studies
Mackenzie Elise Bordelon
Alexis Marissa Borrego
Grace Nicole Browning
Grace Madison Bryant
Sidney Faith Callahan
Jessica Marie Carathers
Brooke Elizabeth Carlisle
Madison Lee Cook
Edward De Leon
Blake William Duncam
Kenya Chinyere Ejogu
Anna Elizabeth Ellis
Marcelo Escobedo
Nicolee Marie Essary
Matalee Mae Fangman
Kayla Shay Fithian
Kiarah Nichelle Freeman
Caleb Samuel Garza
Catherine Elizabeth Geyer
Alyssa Nicole Giovanni
Ashlyn Faith Goldin
Candra Austin Gonzalez
Emily Misun Grantham
Lydia Quinn Harmon
Ann Marie Holland
Danielle Haley Ianni
David Mitchell Jackson
Marley Elizabeth Justice
Gillian Alice King
Tyler Whitfield Kronschnabl
Mason Reid Leachman

1st Summa Cum Laude
1st Magna Cum Laude
1st Cum Laude
2nd With Honors
1st With Highest Honors
### BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

**UNIVERSITY STUDIES**

- Madison T. Cheyney
- Dale Alan Collins
- Teagan Lee Cooksey
- Olivia G. Cunningham
- Addeylnn Kathrine Gibbs
- Haylee Jade Mosley
- Nicolas Nasr
- Shazay Meyon Norris
- Joseph Matthew Nixon

**BACHELOR OF APPLIED ARTS & SCIENCES**

- Neil Alan Munson
- April Snyder
- Stephen Michael Valentine II

### BACHELOR OF ARTS

**UNIVERSITY STUDIES**

- Alison Michelle Allen
- Rebecca Ann Allen
- Richard Bret Baze
- Isabel Candida Augusto Cabral
- Roselynn Castillo
- Joshua D. Chavez
- Briana Elyse Doucette
- Erin Elizabeth Engelhardt
- Carl Jacob Fuchs III
- Illeana Garcia
- Anna Gomez
- Andrew Goodman
- Alexis Gordon
- Tommy Dequan Heard
- Tiffany Louise Hendrix
- Raeven Danielle Hernandez
- Emma Carol Hutcheson
- Marielle Iglesias

**DANCE**

- Jessica Brianna Garcia
- Rachel M. Greim

**MUSIC**

- Lucas David Ariaz
- Sophia Miranda Bach

**INTERDISCIPLINARY ART STUDIES**

- Brittany Erin Bell
- Callie Gale Watson

**THEATRE ARTS**

- Abigail Rae Cunningham
- Sean-Riley Cunningham
- Daniel DiPinto
- Sarah Delaney O’Neal
- Joshua Michael Reddington
- Gabrielle Marjorie Rodriguez
- Kietraille Secourby Sutton
- Lucas Bryan Weber
- Malana Noelle Wilson

**THEATRE ARTS**

- Brooke Daniel Alsaffar
- Kyle Anthony Buentello
- Austin T. Chung
- Shania Mari Cordoba
- Jake Wilson Henry
- Diana Jeung-Eun Kim
- Emilie Kircus
- Rachael Lanne Klein
- Lilah Marie Ma
- Erin Mayfield
- Sarah Amelia Margaret McCormick
- Chloe Grace McKay
- Christopher Ryan Mehrafshan
- Logan Richard Miller
- Kenneth Vance Nelson
- Mikaela Julianna Pace
- Natalie Nicole Rosales
- Jordan Leigh Stubblefield
- Katie Elizabeth Thompson

### BACHELOR OF APPLIED ARTS

- Megan Ruth Coll
- Halle Jordyn Cooley
- Samuel Robert Cothran
- Jonathan Tyler Cranfill
- BriAnna Marie Cruz
- Karina Sánchez García
- Laura Patricia Gorden
- Giovonni Emmanuel Hesson
- Madeline Katherine Hoelscher
- John Henry Keith
- James Reace Killebrew
- Reagan Kiancni
- Christy Lee
- Estebertio Maldonado, Jr.

### BACHELOR OF ARTS

- Abigail Ann Brogger
- Sophia Hilizabeth Brell
- Isabella Noelle Boudreaux
- Tucker Will Young
- Shelby Noelle Sullivan
- Mariah Danielle Solis
- Daniyl Kairat Salikhov
- Audry Jeanne Goodwin
- Miera Isabel Garcia
- Alondra Espino
- Alexis Mackenzie Duke
- Sydney Blair Bruce
- Angela Dora Aguilera
- Sydney Blair Bruce
- Andre T. Houlton
- Mengjin Chen
- Jennifer L. Li
- Kevin Fall
- Punna Duan
- Isabel D. Garcia
- Tiffany Louise Hendrix
- Kelsi Marie Oyler
- Alexandra M. Ziegler
- Elizabeth A. Views
- Elisa A. Gong
- Cameron K. Kline
- Rachel Lanne Klein
- Kamishta Smith
- Calista Lee
- Justine L. Seabury
- Megan Ruth Coll
- Megan Ruth Coll
- Halle Jordyn Cooley
- Samuel Robert Cothran
- Jonathan Tyler Cranfill
- BriAnna Marie Cruz
- Karina Sánchez García
- Laura Patricia Gorden
- Giovonni Emmanuel Hesson
- Madeline Katherine Hoelscher
- John Henry Keith
- James Reace Killebrew
- Reagan Kiancni
- Christy Lee
- Estebertio Maldonado, Jr.

### BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

**ART**

- Isabella Noelle Boudreaux
- Sophia Hilizabeth Brell
- Abigail Ann Brogger
- Meredith Diane Carrasco
The banners displayed at Texas Tech University commencement ceremonies are patterned on military, political, and trade guild insignia that date back to the Middle Ages and beyond. Known as gonfalons, they most closely resemble the flags created by Italian city states before and during the Renaissance. The Texas Tech University flags were individually designed to display symbols and colors that represent the areas of interest of each unit.

The Faculty Banner displays the university colors, red with black, and features the university seal encircled by the words “Seal of Texas Tech University.” The seal was designed by William Ward Watkin, the original campus master planner, in 1924. The shield is a black escutcheon quartered by a red cross, on which are arrayed 10 cotton bolls, symbolic of the importance of cotton to West Texas and representing Lubbock County and the nine surrounding cotton-producing counties. These symbols also reflect one of the original missions of Texas Technological College: “To provide students with a thorough education in textiles and technical engineering.” The shield features emblems that evoke the university, community, state and nation. In the upper-left quadrant, a book symbolizes religion and academic traditions. A star in the upper-right corner stands for the Lone Star State of Texas. In the lower left a key represents home, and in the lower right the lamp of knowledge indicates the primary mission of Texas Tech University: “To develop and advance knowledge.” Above the shield, an eagle, the national bird of the United States, spreads its wings. Mindful of the claims of all these constituencies, the faculty of the university create, transmit, and preserve knowledge.

The College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources was one of the four founding schools of the university in 1924. The college banner was redesigned for use in the May 2005 graduation. Dr. Marvin Cepica, former dean of the college, developed the design with approval and input from the College Marketing Committee. The background color, maize, was established by the Intercollegiate Code to represent the agricultural disciplines.

The design, with a map of the continent of North America, reflects the global scope of modern agriculture and natural resources management.

The dimensions and proportions of the College of Architecture banner are based on the Golden Ratio creating the Golden Rectangle, within which is the logarithmic Golden Spiral. The ancient Greeks recognized these geometries as significant and aesthetically pleasing, and architects from Vitruvius to Corbusier have used these proportions as a means of design. The blue diagonal lines represent the architectural diagram, while the blue-violet fabric, the designated color for Architecture, is woven in a chevron pattern representing the complexity of digital design and fabrication. The banner was designed by David Isern and Simon Alvarez, graduates of the College.

The blue background color of the College of Education banner reflects the light blue color designated for education by the Intercollegiate Code and is also seen in the velvet border of education master’s and doctoral hoods and doctoral gowns. The upper area of the banner carries a school building encircled by the words “College of Education” and “Scholarship, Leadership, Service” to represent the primary roles of the college as a unit dedicated to preparing teachers and furthering educational scholarship, leadership, and service. The Double T logo appears at the bottom of the banner.

The Jerry S. Rawls College of Business Administration banner was designed through a collaborative effort of the staff in the college’s Undergraduate Services Center. The background color of the banner is drab. The central image on the banner is a map of the world centered on Lubbock with the Texas Tech University Double T symbol rising from a focal point in the South Plains. The banner symbolizes the impact of globalization in the modern business environment.

The College of Arts & Sciences banner was redesigned in 2014 by Randy Lacy, unit coordinator in the college. Crafted with classical typography and bold lines, the banner replaces the previous college seal with the famous Double T logo. The red and black colors appropriately represent the largest and most diverse college in the university.

The Graduate School banner is blue. Imposed on this background is a white circle within a light blue one. These circles contain the image of a golden open book and a burning lamp. The open book symbolizes knowledge and the lamp represents a light by which to study. The banner was designed by the late Associate Dean Thomas Langford and Ms. Beth Cain, who was a Graduate School staff member and artist for many years.
The banner of the Edward E. Whitacre, Jr. College of Engineering features the seal of the college set on a field of orange, the academic color for engineering. The seal of the college, inspired by a 2009 design by chemical engineering student Unwana Essien, is encircled with a border of red, white, and black, symbolizing the spirit of Texas Tech University and the Red Raiders.

The two stars represent the ethical duty of engineers to themselves and society. The four symbols in the center of the seal stand for the foundations of engineering:
- The light bulb, surrounded by a ribbon and questions, represents the inspiration of engineers to answer questions and solve problems.
- The square and globe represent the practical application of the engineer’s work.
- The hammer and screwdriver represent the engineer’s work as building blocks for the world.
- The atomic figure surrounding the beaker represents the confluence of math, science, and technology in the mind of the engineer.

The Honors College banner features a sky blue field onto which is placed a silhouette of one of the Administration Building bell towers in dark blue. Superimposed on the silhouette is the Honors College emblem in gold: an open book that transforms into a bird taking flight. This symbol represents how learning stimulates human creativity. At the bottom of the banner are the words in gold: “University Honors College.”

The College of Human Sciences banner was redesigned in 2016 and adapted from an original design by former faculty member Dr. Ben Goh. The design depicts an adult, an adolescent, and a child. The diversity of faces and ages represents the families and communities served by the college in its mission to improve and enhance human lives through teaching, research, and outreach. The image of the globe represents the goal of not only serving the lives of those in the local community, but also connecting with the global community.

The College of Media & Communication banner illustrates waves of information emanating from a single point—one voice heard by many. The banner is white with a crimson background framing waves of information reaching the public. Crimson is the color assigned by the Intercollegiate Code to journalism, the common core subject area of the college. The white field represents honesty, decency, and purity. Beneath the crimson is the name of the college.

The banner for University Programs exhibits the colors of Texas Tech with a red background trimmed in black. The focus of the banner is the silhouette of the Administration Building’s bell tower, which is an iconic symbol of Texas Tech. Just as the university is comprised of many parts, University Programs integrates multiple programs from colleges across the university. The traditional Double T placed in a window of the tower signifies the future that awaits students who complete these programs in preparation for successful careers.

The J.T. & Margaret Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts banner is black with a blue drape surmounted by a silver swathe that evokes the creative energy infused in all the arts. The top of the banner features the words “College of Visual & Performing Arts” in silver, linked by a dynamic red ampersand representing the merging of three departments into the college. Centered in the banner is the college’s original award-winning logo designed by the Price Group in 2002, the same year the college was founded. The logo is a circle divided into three sectors, each representing one of the three units of the college: a blue eye for the School of Art, a red lyre for the School of Music, and a golden spotlight for the School of Theatre and Dance. All three artistic icons are encased by a circular banner which reads: “Texas Tech University.” The shape of the banner was selected through a student competition, and the banner was made by personnel in the Costume Shop of the Department of Theatre and Dance.

The symbols on the Texas Tech University Libraries’ banner reinforce the idea that the Library is the center of knowledge on campus. As such, it is the guardian and giver of knowledge and information. The key in the foreground of the banner symbolizes the Libraries’ role as guardian and safe keeper of all ideas. In the not too distant past, knowledge was considered sacred or something that was best kept locked away, thus the symbolism of the key. The flames symbolize the Libraries’ other and equally important role as the giver of knowledge, providing access to wisdom. For centuries, the use of fire was believed to be man’s first step on the path to civilization; one characteristic of fire is its ability to spread, which represents the Library’s role as purveyor of knowledge. The colors of the flames symbolize the three broad branches of knowledge: scarlet for humanities, gold for sciences, and the purple flame for social sciences.
Academic dress and procession

Wearing academic dress at commencement ceremonies dates from the early history of the oldest universities created during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Because educated people were almost always of the clergy, the black gown is an adaptation of the “cope,” a long mantle or cloak of silk or other cloth worn by church dignitaries in processions and on other occasions. The long gown and cowl (similar to the academic hood of today) were worn by priests and monks for warmth in the cold medieval buildings.

In the early centuries, a great diversity of color and style of cap, gown, and hood appeared in different universities of Europe. The European custom of wearing academic dress was later introduced at American colleges. Not until after 1895 was a uniform academic code of dress adopted by most U.S. colleges and universities. Today, the black robe, hood, and cap are worn at most institutions of higher learning. Some institutions have authorized doctoral gowns in colors other than the customary black.

The gowns used in American academic ceremonies vary according to the highest degree awarded to the wearer. Usually the bachelor’s robe has long pointed sleeves and the master’s has oblong sleeves, square at the end with a slit at the elbow. The doctoral gown is a more elaborate robe faced down the front with velvet and across the bell-shaped sleeves with three bars of velvet. The velvet facing and bars may be of the color distinctive to the field of study.

The doctoral hood has side panels and is slightly longer than the one worn for the master’s degree. The color used in the velvet border of the hood indicates the field of study. The velvet border is widest on the doctor’s hood, and the colors of the lining indicate the college or university that conferred the degree.

For example, those who have received advanced degrees from Texas Tech University wear hoods lined with red and black. The Oxford—the so-called mortarboard—is black and has a long tassel fastened to the center. The tassel is usually worn with the pendant over the left front of the cap. Different colored tassels are often worn on the bachelor’s and master’s caps to indicate the type of degree. The tassel on the cap of the doctoral candidate, except for professional degrees, is either gold or black. The doctoral degree holders may also wear the velvet tam with a gold tassel.

Candidates for the undergraduate degree will wear the tassel on the right side of the cap at commencement. After the degrees have been conferred, baccalaureate degree recipients will turn the tassel to the left side of the cap, thus showing that they are now graduates. Those graduates who have the official Texas Tech Alumni Association class ring are invited to turn their rings at this time.

Candidates wearing red cords have earned the Latin designations of cum laude, magna cum laude or summa cum laude based on a minimum 3.5 cumulative grade point average. Candidates wearing kite-shaped medallions are Honors College graduates earning a minimum of 24 hours of Honors coursework. Medallions with red ribbons indicate a notation of “With Honors” (non-thesis) and gold ribbons indicating a notation of “With Highest Honors” (thesis).

Phi Beta Kappa students may wear their membership key as well as the society’s dark blue honor stole and/or pink and blue honor cords. Members of Phi Kappa Phi, Mortar Board, and other honor societies may likewise display their societies’ medallions and honor cords. Texas Tech University has five university-wide honoraries: Golden Key, Mortar Board, Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi Beta Kappa, and Phi Kappa Phi.
COLORS REPRESENTING FIELDS OF STUDY

The following is a list of colors established by the Intercollegiate Code representing departments of learning and fields of study:

Maize | Agriculture
Blue-Violet | Architecture
White | Arts, Letters and Humanities
Drab | Business Administration
Lilac | Dentistry
Copper | Economics
Light Blue | Education
Orange | Engineering
Brown | Fine Arts
Russet | Forestry
Maroon | Human Sciences
Crimson | Journalism
Purple | Law
Lemon | Library Science
Green | Medicine
Pink | Music
Apricot | Nursing
Silver Gray | Oratory (Speech)
Olive Green | Pharmacy
Dark Blue | Philosophy
Sage Green | Physical Education
Peacock Blue | Public Administration
Salmon Pink | Public Health
Gold-Yellow | Science
Citron | Social Work
Scarlet | Theology or Divinity
Gray | Veterinary Science

HONOR CORDS / MEDALLION

The following is a list of honor cords/medallions issued by colleges.

Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources | Green
Architecture | White and Gold
Arts & Sciences | Royal Blue
Business Administration | Royal Blue and Gold
Education | Jade Green and Violet
Engineering | Orange
Honors | Honors Medallion
Human Sciences | Maroon
Media & Communication | Crimson
University Programs | Red
Visual & Performing Arts | Brown
Wind Energy | Blue and Green

TEXAS TECH COMMENCEMENT ANNOUNCEMENTS

GRADUATE PHOTOGRAPHS

A professional photographer will be taking photos of graduates as they receive their diplomas. You may view and order photos online at www.candidcolorphotography.com. Click on “view proofs” and then “graduations.” Images will be posted within 48 hours of the ceremony. Photographers also will be available after the ceremony for photos of friends and family with the graduates. Photographers will be located outside the arena near the north parking lot. There is no charge or obligation for having these photos taken.

COMMENCEMENT DVD

The Texas Tech Alumni Association encourages graduates to order a Texas Tech Commencement DVD to commemorate their achievement. The $45 purchase also will include a one-year Texas Tech Alumni Association gift membership. This membership will help graduates stay connected to Texas Tech. To reserve a copy of today’s ceremony, complete and mail an order form located at one of the tables in each corner of the concourse. Do not leave the forms on the tables. Please mail them to the address on the form. To learn more about the Alumni Association, visit www.TexasTechAlumni.org or call 806.742.3641.
Jones AT&T Stadium
Texas Tech University
Commencement May 15

01 • College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources
02 • College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources
03 • College of Visual & Performing Arts
04 • College of Media & Communication
05 • College of Business
06 • College of Business
07 • College of Business
08 • College of Human Sciences
09 • College of Human Sciences
10 • College of Engineering
The first athletic teams of the university were known as the Matadors, a name that reflected the Spanish architectural influence on campus. The change from Matadors to Red Raiders occurred after a Lubbock Avalanche-Journal writer commented on the red uniforms and strong season of the 1932 football team, saying "the Red Raiders from Texas Tech" were the "terror of the Southwest Conference." The name caught on and by 1936 the team was renamed the Red Raiders. No changes were ever made to the lyrics of the school song, which was penned in 1930. Page from 1936 Student Handbook courtesy of the Southwest Collection.